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Discrete Reduction of Mechanical Systems and Multisymplectic 

Geometry of Continuum Mechanics 

Abstract 

by 

Sergey Pekarsky 

In Partial Fulfillment of the 

Requirements for the Degree of 

Doctor of Philosophy 

This thesis develops discrete reduction techniques for mechanical systems defined on 

Lie groups and also presents multisymplectic formulation of both compressible and 

incompressible models of continuum mechanics on general Riemannian manifolds. 

While the former synthesizes ideas of Euler-Poincare and Lie-Poisson reduction for 

mechanical systems with the Veselov type discretization of such systems, the latter 

sets the stage for multisymplectic reduction and for further development of Veselov 

type multisymplectic discretizations. 

For systems defined on finite dimensional Lie groups G with Lagrangians L 

TG -+ IR that are G-invariant, the reduced discrete equations provide "reduced" 

numerical algorithms which manifestly preserve the underlying (symplectic) struc

ture. The manifold G x G is used as an approximation of TG, and a discrete 

Lagrangian IL : G x G -+ IR is constructed in such a way that the G-invariance 

property is preserved. Reduction by G results in new "variational" principle for the 

reduced Lagrangian R : G -+ lR, and provides the discrete Euler-Poincare (DEP) 

equations. The solution of the DEP algorithm immediately leads to a discrete Lie

Poisson (DLP) algorithm. 

It is also shown that the reduced Lagrangian R : G -+ IR defines a Poisson 

structure on (a subset) of one copy of the Lie group G. This structure governs the 

corresponding discrete reduced dynamics. The symplectic leaves of this structure 
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become dynamically invariant manifolds which are manifestly preserved under the 

structure preserving discrete Euler-Poincare algorithm. 

A variational multisymplectic formulation of non-relativistic continuum mechan

ics on general Riemannian manifolds is developed. Two main applications of our 

theory are considered - fluid dynamics and elasticity - each specified by a partic

ular choice of the Lagrangian density. The non-relativistic character of the theory 

enables applications to such important cases as incompressible hydrodynamics and 

constrained director models of elastic rods and shells. These are applications of a 

general formalism developed here for treating non-relativistic first-order multisym

plectic field theories with constraints. 

The results obtained in this thesis also set the stage for multisymplectic reduc

tion and for the further development of Veselov-type multisymplectic discretizations 

and numerical algorithms. Combined with the ideas on discretizing systems with 

symmetries, this approach would results in so called multisymplectic integrators 

which preserve the discrete analogues of the conservation laws. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Introductory Remarks. Classical mechanics is a large subject which plays a 

fundamental role in science. Besides mechanical systems and continuum mechanics, 

it deals with such fields as electromagnetism, gravity, etc. Mechanics has two main 

branches, Lagrangian mechanics and Hamiltonian mechanics. The Lagrangian for

mulation of mechanics can be based on the observation that there are variational 

principles behind the fundamental laws of force balance as given by Newton's law. 

This will be described in detail in Chapter 2. 

Rarely can one find explicit solutions to the ODEs and PDEs that govern the 

dynamics of real mechanical systems or continuum mechanics models. Numerical 

integration is then called upon to approximate solutions, and the question of the 

compatibility of such approximations with the structure of mechanics arises. Though 

it can usually be answered on a case by case basis, there are general tools and 

methods that have been developed in the last 20 years. Such methods are usually 

based on some basic underlying principles of mechanics. 

There are some fundamental properties which are characteristic of problems in 

classical mechanics. Those include, but are not limited to, conservation of energy 

and integrals of motion, such as linear and angular momenta, and symplecticity, i.e., 

preservation of a symplectic structure (see Chapter 2). It then becomes important 

to analyze how these properties are preserved under the numerical algorithm. This 

is the subject of geometric integration, which recently has become increasingly more 
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systematic, starting with a seminal work by Moser and Veselov [47]. Their approach 

is based on discretizing the variational principle that is the cornerstone of Lagrangian 

mechanics. Several very important and interesting papers followed, and we would 

like to mention some of them which have direct relationship to this work, [53,28,34]. 

Symmetry has always played an important role in mechanics, from fundamental 

formulations of basic principles to concrete applications. Various reduction tech

niques have been developed (see, e.g., [40, 32]) which enable construction of a dy

namical system of lower dimension equivalent to the original system. For instance, 

the Euler-Poincare reduction described in Chapter 2 is a particular example of a 

general procedure of Lagrangian reduction which is concerned with reducing the 

variational principle. 

Main Achievements. Broadly speaking, Part I of this thesis is a synthesis of 

ideas and results in discretization and reduction for finite dimensional mechanical 

systems. We develop a systematic way of constructing reduced structure-preserving 

integration algorithms for mechanical systems defined on Lie algebras. This for

malism can be generalized both to more general configuration manifolds and to 

continuum mechanics models defined on infinite dimensional spaces. The latter are 

the subject of Part II of the thesis, which sets the stage for such a theory by devel

oping the so-called multi-symplectic description of continuum mechanics. The main 

results of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 

• Discrete analogues of Euler-Poincare and Lie-Poisson reduction theory are 

developed for systems on finite dimensional Lie groups G with Lagrangians 

L : TG --t lR. that are G-invariant. These discrete equations provide "reduced" 

numerical algorithms which manifestly preserve the symplectic structure, 

• A variational and multisymplectic formulation of both compressible and in

compressible models of continuum mechanics on general Riemannian man

ifolds is presented. Two main applications of our theory are considered

fluid dynamics and elasticity-each specified by a particular choice of the 

Lagrangian density, 
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• A general formalism is developed for non-relativistic first-order multisymplec

tic field theories with constraints, such as the incompressibility constraint. Our 

main example of a constraint in this thesis is the incompressibility constraint 

in fluids. 

The results obtained in this thesis set the stage for multisymplectic reduction and 

for the further development of Veselov-type multisymplectic discretizations and nu

merical algorithms. 

Outline of the Thesis. The two parts of the thesis deal with quite different 

objects (which are related in the last chapter) and, hence, have different sets of 

notations. Rather than compiling an overall vocabulary, we define each notion as it 

first appears in the exposition unless it is trivial or self-explanatory. We remark on 

our choice of notations in the end of the introduction chapter. Chapter 10 concludes 

the thesis by making various connections and outlining directions of the ongoing and 

future research. 

Chapter 2 contains some preliminary standard results in Lagrangian mechan

ics. Hamilton's variational principle is introduced and the resulting Euler-Lagrange 

equations are derived for a system defined by some Lagrangian function L on the 

velocity phase space TG of some Lie group G. One of the key geometric objects -

the symplectic structure on the underlying phase space - is obtained both via the 

Legendre transformations and based on the variational approach. In either case, one 

demonstrates that this structure is preserved under the evolution flow of the system. 

Moreover, if the system possesses a symmetry group K, then a corresponding mo

mentum map is defined which provides us with the conserved quantities - integrals 

of the motion - corresponding to such a symmetry. In the last section, main results 

of the Euler-Poincare and Lie-Poisson reduction techniques are outlined. 

We continue with an overview of the Veselov discretization method for La

grangian systems adapted to the case of systems defined on Lie groups. Chapter 

3 also contains the first main result of Part I, namely the discrete Euler-Poincare 

reduction theorem which mimics the analogous theorem stated in Section 2.2. For 
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a choice of the discrete Lagrangian function J! on G, the resulting discrete Euler

Poincare (DEP) equations provide a structure-preserving algorithm on the Lie group 

G. We demonstrate how this algorithm can be reconstructed to the full dynamics, 

resulting in discrete Euler-Lagrange (DEL) equations, and also how it can be used 

to obtain a discrete Lie-Poisson algorithm which approximates the reduced Hamil

tonian dynamics. 

In Chapter 4 we analyze various Poisson and symplectic structures arising in our 

constructions. We establish connections between discretization and reduction on 

the Lagrangian side and define Legendre type transformations which relate discrete 

Lagrangian dynamics with continuous Hamiltonian dynamics on both the reduced 

and unreduced levels. This analysis reveals two intrinsic and absolutely consistent 

ways of putting a Poisson structure on a (neighborhood of the identity in a) Lie group 

and points out some advantages of reduced structure preserving algorithms - the 

numerical trajectories stay on some lower dimensional subspace, called a symplectic 

leaf, which corresponds to an invariant manifold of the continuous problem under 

Legendre transformations. 

Application of the above results and ideas to the rigid body (RB) dynamics on 

SO(3) is described in Chapter 5. For a particular choice of the discretization of the 

RB Lagrangian, the DEP algorithm recovers the well-known Moser-Veselov (com

pletely integrable) scheme [47]. One explanation of the known superior performance 

of this algorithm lies in the conservation of the underlying discrete reduced Pois

son structure on SO(3). We conclude the Chapter by computing the corresponding 

Casimir function which determines invariant manifolds of the discrete dynamics. 

The purpose of Part II of the thesis is to give a variational multisymplectic 

formulation of continuum mechanics from a point of view that will facilitate the de

velopment of a corresponding discrete theory, as in the PDE Veselov formulation due 

to Marsden, Patrick, and Shkoller [34]. We restrict our attention to non-relativistic 

theories on general Riemannian manifolds. The relativistic case was considered in 

[23], where the authors take an alternative approach of inverse fields, effectively 

exchanging the base and fiber spaces (see also [14]). There are a number of reasons, 
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both functional analytic and geometric for motivating a formulation in terms of 

direct particle placement fields rather than on inverse fields. For example, in the 

infinite dimensional context, this is the setting in which one has the deeper geo

metric and analytical properties of the Euler equations and related field theories, 

as in [2, 13, 43]. Moreover, the non-relativistic formalism naturally includes incom

pressible fluids and incompressible elasticity, which cannot be described within the 

framework of the relativistic theory. 

Two main applications of our theory - fluid dynamics and elasticity - are consid

ered in Chapter 6, each being specified by a particular choice of Lagrangian density. 

The resulting Euler-Lagrange equations can be written in a well-known form by in

troducing the pressure function P and the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P (equations 

(6.18) and (6.21) below, respectively). 

We only consider ideal, that is nonviscous, fluid dynamics in this thesis, both 

compressible and incompressible cases. In the former case, we work out the details 

for barotropic fluids for which the stored energy is a function of the density. These 

results can be trivially extended to isentropic (compressible) fluids, when the stored 

energy also depends on the entropy. Both the density and the entropy are assumed 

to be some given functions in material representation, so that our formalism nat

urally includes inhomogeneous ideal fluids with the exception of symmetries and 

corresponding conservations considered in Chapter 9. 

For the theory of elasticity we restrict our attention to hyperelastic materials, 

that is to materials whose constitutive law is derived from a stored energy function. 

Similarly, we assume that the material density is some given function which describes 

a heterogeneous hyperelastic material and, hence, is non-constant. 

Chapter 7 develops a general formalism for treating constrained multisymplectic 

theories. Often, constraints that are treated in the multisymplectic context are dy

namically invariant, as with the constraint div E = 0 in electromagnetism (see, for 

example, [16]), or divE = p for electromagnetism interacting with charged matter. 

Our main example of a constraint considered in Chapter 8 is the incompressibility 

constraint in fluids, which, when viewed in the standard Eulerian, or spatial view 
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of fluid mechanics is often considered to be a nonlocal constraint (because the pres

sure is determined by an elliptic equation and, correspondingly, the sound speed is 

infinite), so it is interesting how it is handled in the multisymplectic context, which 

is, by nature, a local formalism. We restrict our attention to first-order theories, in 

which both the Lagrangian and the constraints depend only on first derivatives of 

the fields. Moreover, we assume that time derivatives do not enter the constraints, 

which translate under the space-time split to holonomic constraints on the corre

sponding infinite-dimensional configuration manifold in material representation. 

Symmetries and the corresponding momentum maps and conservation theorems 

are considered separately in Chapter 9 since they are very different for different 

models of a continuous media, e.g., homogeneous fluid dynamics has a huge sym

metry, namely the particle relabeling symmetry, while standard elasticity (usually 

assumed to be inhomogeneous) has much smaller symmetry groups, such as rota

tions and translations in Euclidean case. We emphasize that although the rest of 

Part II describes general heterogeneous continuous media, the results in Chapter 9 

only apply to homogeneous fluid dynamics, where the symmetry group is the full 

group of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms Dw However, these results can be gen

eralized to inhomogeneous fluids, in which case the symmetry group is a subgroup 

Dt C DJL that preserves the level sets of the material density for barotropic fluids, 

or a subgroup Dt,ent C DJL that preserves the level sets of the material density and 

entropy for isentropic fluids. This would put us in the realm of a multisymplectic 

version of the Euler-Poincare theory - one needs to introduce additional advected 

quantities as basic fields to handle this situation (see discussion in Chapter 10). 

Finally, Chapter 10 summarizes the results obtained in this thesis. We relate 

both parts and outline the main directions of future research. Namely, though 

neither the structure preserving discretization, nor the reduction of non-trivial sym

metries is well-established for multisymplectic theories, we strongly believe that the 

combination of these techniques a la Part I will in the long run result in superior 

new algorithms. One of the ultimate objectives is a derivation of schemes which 

compute the Eulerian velocity field or the vorticity field of an ideal fluid in a way 
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that preserves all the known Casimirs, e.g., all moments of vorticity in 2D, such as 

enstrophy. 

A note on the notations 

The subject of this thesis lies in the intersection of many areas of mathematics. Some 

of them, such as Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics and reduction theory, have 

existed for a relatively long time and have a set of well-established notations. We 

follow them. Others, such as geometric integration, are quite young; their notations 

vary significantly in the literature and are sometimes inconsistent. We try to develop 

a standard. Yet others, such as standard hydrodynamics, standard elasticity and 

multisymplectic field theories, have such different sets of notations that reconciling 

them was not easy. Here, we make a personal choice. In this case, in particular, we 

decided to follow the field-theoretical language of sections of various bundles with 

some established rules, e.g., for base and fiber points and their indices (see, e.g. 

[16]). Finally we notice that notations in Part I and in Part II are effectively not 

overlapping, so that there is little danger of confusion. 
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Part I 

Discrete Reduction of 

Mechanical Systems 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

The purpose of this chapter is to recall some basic results in Lagrangian mechanics, 

which can be traced back to Euler, Lagrange and Hamilton in the period 1740-

1830, and to establish some associated terminology and notations. We shall also 

review the theory of Euler-Poincare and Lie-Poisson reduction, originally developed 

by Poincare [49] and Lie [29] (see, e.g., [40] for a detailed exposition of the subject 

and some interesting historic remarks), which in later chapters will be adapted to 

discrete settings. 

2.1 Variational Lagrangian mechanics 

Here we closely follow [34]. Let G be an n-dimensional Lie group with its tangent 

bundle TG. Denote coordinates on G by gi and those on TG by (gi, Ii). Consider 

a Lagrangian L : TG ---7 Ilt Construct the corresponding action functional S on C 2 

curves g(t) in G by integration of L along the tangent to the curve. In coordinate 

notation, this reads 

{b ( d i ) S(g(t)) == Ja L gi(t),! (t) dt. (2.1) 

The action functional depends on a and b, but this is not explicit in the notation 

for S. Hamilton's principle seeks the curves g(t) for which the functional S is 

stationary under variations of g(t) with fixed endpoints; namely, we seek curves g(t) 
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which satisfy 

(2.2) 

for all Jg(t) with Jg(a) = Jg(b) = 0, where g, is a smooth family of curves with 

go = 9 and (djdE)!,=Og, = dg. Using integration by parts, the calculation for this is 

simply 

dS(g(t)) . dg(t) 

(2.3) 

The last term in (2.3) vanishes since dg(a) = Jg(b) = 0, so that the requirement 

(2.2) for S to be stationary yields the Euler-Lagrange equations 

(2.4) 

Recall that L is called regular when the symmetric matrix [82 Lj8ii8gj ] is every

where nonsingular. If L is regular, the Euler-Lagrange equations are second order 

ordinary differential equations for the required curves. 

The standard geometric setting. The action (2.1) is independent of the choice 

of coordinates, and thus the Euler-Lagrange equations are coordinate independent 

as well. Consequently, it is natural that the Euler-Lagrange equations may be 

intrinsically expressed using the language of differential geometry. This intrinsic 

development of mechanics is now standard, and can be seen, for example, in [3,1,40]. 

The canonical 1-form Bo on the 2n-dimensional cotangent bundle of G, T*G 

is defined by 

where 'Ire : T*G -+ G is the canonical projection. The Lagrangian L intrinsically 
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defines a fiber preserving bundle map FL : TG -+ T*G, the Legendre transfor

mation, by vertical differentiation: 

We define the Lagrange I-form on TG, the Lagrangian side, by pull-back to give 

fh == FL*()Q, and the Lagrange 2-form by WL = -dfh. We then seek a vector field 

XE (called the Lagrange vector field) on TG such that XE.JWL = dE, where the 

energy E is defined by E(vg) == FL(vg)vg - L(vg). 

If F L is a local diffeomorphism, then XE exists and is unique, and its integral 

curves solve the Euler-Lagrange equations (2.4). In addition, the flow Ft of X E 

preserves WL; that is, FtwL = WL. Such maps are symplectic, and the form WL 

is called a symplectic 2-form. This is an example of a symplectic manifold: a 

pair (M, w) where M is a manifold and W is a closed nondegenerate 2-form. 

The variational approach. We next show that one can derive the fundamental 

differential geometric structures directly from the variational approach in a natural 

way. This development begins by removing the boundary condition 8g(a) = 8g(b) = 

o from (2.3). Equation (2.3) becomes 

(2.5) 

where the left side now operates on more general 8g, while the last term on the 

right side does not vanish. That last term of (2.5) is a linear pairing of the func

tion aL / ali, a function of gi and Ii, with the tangent vector 8gi . Thus, one may 

consider it to be a I-form on TG; namely the I-form (aL/alhdgi . This is exactly 

the Lagrange I-form, and we can turn this into a formal theorem/definition: 

Theorem 2.1.1. Given a C k Lagrangian L, k ::::: 2, there exists a unique C k - 2 

mapping DELL: G -+ T*G, defined on the second order submanifold 

.. { d
2
g I . } G == dt2 (0) q a C2 curve m G 
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ofTTG, and a unique C k - 1 I-form (h on TG, such that, for all C2 variations gE(t), 

rb (d29
) (d9 ) Ib dS(g(t)) . 8g(t) = Ja DELL dt2 . 8g dt + (h dt .8"g a' (2.6) 

where 

A dl dl 8g(t) == -d -d gE(t). 
E E=O t t=O 

The I-form so defined is called the Lagrange I-form. 

Indeed, uniqueness and local existence follow from the calculation (2.3) and the 

coordinate independence of the action, and then global existence is immediate. This 

implies that the Lagrange I-form eL is the "boundary part" of the the functional 

derivative of the action when the boundary is varied. The analogue of the symplectic 

form is the (negative of) the exterior derivative of eL , i.e., WL == -deL· 

Lagrangian flows are symplectic. Assuming that L is regular, the variational 

principle then gives coordinate independent second order ordinary differential equa

tions, as we have noted. We temporarily denote the vector field on TG so obtained 

by X, and its flow by Ft. Our further development relies on a change of viewpoint: 

we focus on the restriction of S to the subspace C L of solutions of the variational 

principle. The space C L may be identified with the initial conditions, elements of 

TG, for the flow: to Vg E TG, we associate the integral curve s H Fs(vg ), s E [0, tl. 
The value of S on that curve is denoted by St, and again called the action. Thus, 

we define the map St : TG -+ lR by 

(2.7) 

where (g(s), g(s)) = Fs(vg ). The fundamental equation (2.6) becomes 
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where E H v~ is an arbitrary curve in TG such that v~ = Vg and (d/dE)lov~ = W Vy • 

We have thus derived the equation 

(2.8) 

Taking the exterior derivative of (2.8) yields the fundamental fact that the flow of 

X is symplectic: 

which is equivalent to 

This leads to the following: 

Using the variational principle, the fact that the evolution is symplectic 

is a consequence of the equation d2 = 0, applied to the action restricted 

to the space of solutions of the variational principle. 

Momentum maps. Suppose that a Lie group K, with Lie algebra ~, acts on G, 

and hence on curves in G, in such a way that the action S is invariant. Clearly, K 

leaves the set of solutions of the variational principle invariant, so the action of K 

restricts to eL , and the group action commutes with Ft. Denoting the infinitesimal 

generator of ~ E ~ on TG by ~TG, we have by (2.8), 

For ~ E ~, define Jf, : TG -r ~ by Jf, == ~TG.J OL. Then (2.9) says that Jf, is an 

integral of the flow of X. We have arrived at a version of N oether's theorem (rather 

close to the original derivation of Noether): 

Using the variational principle, Noether's theorem results from the in

finitesimal invariance of the action restricted to the space of solutions of 
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the variational principle. The conserved momentum associated to a Lie 

algebra element ~ is JE,. = ~TC.J (h, where (h is the Lagrange one-form. 

2.2 Euler-Poincare and Lie-Poisson reduction 

To describe the Euler-Poincare and Lie-Poisson reduction procedures in detail and 

with even a minimal number of examples would probably require writing a separate 

book (see, e.g., [41]). We therefore restrict ourself to simply stating the necessary 

results together with the required definitions. We follow here [40, 32] where the 

proofs of the quoted theorems can be found. 

In the setting of the previous section, let us assume that the symmetry group is 

the configuration space G itself. Then, the dynamics on TG defined by some left

invariant Lagrangian L can be reduced to the dynamics on the Lie algebra 9 defined 

by l = LITeC . The resulting system has half the dimension of the original one, but 

the variational principle and, hence, the equations of motion are, in general, less 

trivial. The following theorem makes the relation between these systems precise for 

the right group action, an analogous theorem holds for the left action case. 

Theorem 2.2.1. Let G be a Lie group and let L : TG -+ IR be a right invariant 

Lagrangian. Let l : 9 -+ IR be its restriction to the identity. For a curve g(t) E G, let 

~(t) = g(t) . g(t)-l, i.e., ~(t) = Tg(t)Rg(t)-lg(t). Then the following are equivalent: 

i g(t) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations for L on G; 

ii the variational principle 

fJ ! L(g(t), g(t) )dt = 0 

holds for variations with fixed endpoints; 

iii the Euler-Poincare equations hold: 
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iv the variational principle 

8 ! l(~(t))dt = 0 

holds on g, using variations of the form 

where rt vanishes at the endpoints. 

One of our main results for the discrete symmetry reduction, namely Theorem 

3.2.1, mimics the above theorem in relating both the variational principles and the 

equations of motion for the original and for the corresponding reduced systems. 

Whereas the Euler-Poincare procedure is concerned with reducing the varia

tional ptinciple, the Lie-Poisson construction is concentrated on reducing the un

derlying geometric (Poisson or symplectic) structure. Namely, for a Lie group G, 

the canonical Poisson bracket on T*G is related to the Lie-Poisson bracket on g* 

which completely determines the reduced dynamics for a given Hamiltonian function 

H. We state two main Lie-Poisson reduction theorems below and remark that both 

reduction procedures described here can be related by means of Legendre transfor

mations specified by either a right invariant Lagrangian L on TG or a right invariant 

Hamiltonian H on T*G. 

Theorem 2.2.2. Identifying the set of functions on g* with the set of right invari

ant functions on T*G endows g* with a Poisson structure given by 

Theorem 2.2.3. Let G be a Lie group and let H : T*G -+ IR be a right invariant 

Hamiltonian. Let h : g* -+ IR be the restriction of H to T;G. For a curve p(t) E 

T;(t)G, let p(t) = (T;(t)Rg(t»)· p(t) =: >.(p(t)) be the induced curve in g*. Assuming 

that g(t) satisfies the differential equation 

. R 8h 
9 = Te 9 8p,' 
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where J.L = p(O), the following are equivalent: 

i p(t) is an integral curve of Hamilton's equations on T*G; 

ii for any FE F(T*G), F = {F, H}, where {,} is the canonical bracket on T*G; 

iii J.L(t) satisfies the Lie-Poisson equations 

where ad~ : 9 -+ 9 is defined by ade7 = [~, "l] and ad~ is its dual; 

iv for any function f E F(g*), we have 

where {,}+ is the plus Lie-Poisson bracket. 

Now, let 0 c 9 be a coadjoint orbit; that is, the orbit of a point under the 

coadjoint action of G on g*. Then 0 is a symplectic manifold with unique Kirillov

Kostant forms w± as the coadjoint orbit symplectic structures. An important con

sequence of the momentum conservation and the above theorem is that evolution of 

the reduced system keeps it on a particular coadjoint orbit specified by the initial 

conditions. Namely, if (g(t),p(t)) is a solution of Hamilton's equations on T*G with 

the momentum value J.Lo = J(g(t)), then the dynamics of the reduced system is 

given by 

This formula will be exploited in Chapter 3 for construction of the discrete Lie

Poisson (DLP) algorithm. 

Finally, we state here Lemma 14.4.2 from [40] which says that for any g E G, 

Ad;_l : 0 -+ 0 preserves w±. We shall appeal to this result in Chapter 3 for the 

analysis of structure preservation by the DLP scheme. 
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Chapter 3 

Discrete Reduction on Lie Groups 

The goal of this chapter is to develop structure preserving numerical integrators on 

the reduced space of a mechanical system whose configuration space is a Lie group 

G, and whose Lagrangian L : TG -7 IR is either left or right invariant under the 

group action. In particular, we shall develop the discrete analogue of Euler-Poincare 

theory by following the variational approach introduced by Marsden, Patrick, and 

Shkoller [34] for the construction of discrete Euler-Lagrange equations that naturally 

preserve the symplectic structure and the momentum mappings of the Lagrangian 

system. 

The variational approach described below can be used to obtain a symplectic

momentum integrator by discretizing TG and forming a discrete action sum. For 

every choice of discretization, a unique discrete symplectic structure is obtained, 

and the algorithm given by the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations is guaranteed 

to preserve this structure as well as the momentum mappings associated with it. 

Our goal is to apply the reduction procedure in this discrete setting, restrict the 

Lagrangian to the reduced space, and derive the algorithm which preserves the 

induced structure. 

Our procedure results in the discrete Euler-Poincare equation, which defines an 

algorithm on the reduced space that is shown to be equivalent to the discrete Euler

Lagrange equations in the sense of reconstruction. This reduced algorithm is used 

together with the coadjoint action to advance points in g* ~ T*GjG and thus to 
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approximate the Lie-Poisson dynamics. 

3.1 Veselov discretization of mechanics 

The discrete Lagrangian formalism in Veselov [50, 51] can be applied to the case of 

the configuration manifold being a Lie group G. In the exposition below we closely 

follow [53] and [34], substituting a Lie group G for a general configuration manifold 

Q. One uses G x G for the discrete version of the tangent bundle of a configuration 

space G; heuristically, it corresponds to approximating the velocity 9 by (g1 - go) / tlt 

for some a priori choice of time interval tlt. Define a discrete Lagrangian to be 

a smooth map lL : G x G = {go, g1} -+ JR, and the corresponding action to be 

N 

§ == L lL(gk, gk+l)' (3.1) 
k=1 

The discrete Lagrangian can be obtained from the original Lagrangian L : TG -+ JR 

as 

where K, and X are functions of (gk, 9k+l) which approximate the current configu

ration g(t) E G and the corresponding velocity g(t) E TgG, respectively. 

Remark 3.1.1. We choose particular discretization schemes so that the discrete 

Lagrangian lL inherits the symmetries of the original Lagrangian L, i.e., lL is G

invariant on G x G whenever L is G-invariant on TG. In particular, the induced 

right (left) lifted action of G onto TG corresponds to the diagonal right (left) action 

ofG on G x G. 

The variational principle is to extremize § for variations holding the endpoints 

go and gN fixed. This variational principle determines a "discrete flow" IF: G x G -+ 

G x G by F(gk-1,gk) = (gk,gk+d, where gk+l is found from the discrete Euler

Lagrange equations (DEL equations): 

(3.2) 
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where Dl and D2 denote derivatives with respect to the first and second arguments, 

respectively. 

In the remainder of this section we review the derivation of the basic differential-

geometric objects of the discrete mechanics directly from the variational point of 

view. 

Lagrange forms. We begin by calculating d§ for variations that do not fix the 

endpoints: 

d§(go,··· ,gN)· (l5go,··· ,l5gN) 
N N-l 

L D 2lL(gk, gk+l)l5gk + L D1lL(9k-l, gk)l5gk 
k=l k=O 
N-l 

L [DIlL(gk,gk+d + D2lL(9k-l,9k)]l5gk 
k=l 

(3.3) 

where we have used the discrete analogue of integration by parts, which simply shifts 

the sequence gk t-+ gr where r = k + 1. It is the last two terms that arise from the 

boundary variations, and so these are the terms amongst which we expect to find 

the discrete analogue of the Lagrange 1-form. We define two 1-forms on G X G : 

and 

which are related by 

(3.4) 

so that 

dOli, + dOt = o. 
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Thus, there are two generally distinct I-forms, but (up to sign) only one 2-form. 

We define WlL == dOll". = -dOt, which in coordinates is given by 

(3.5) 

and agrees with the discrete symplectic two-form in [50, 51]. Define the discrete 

Legendre transformation to be the fiber derivative FIL given in the above coordinates 

by the following expression (see, e.g., [53]) 

Notice also that the Lagrange 2-form WJL defined by (3.5) coincides with the pull-back 

under FIL of the canonical 2-form Wean on T*G (see, e.g., [34, 53]). 

Remark 3.1.2. We remark that the discrete symplectic structure WlL is not globally 

defined, but rather is only nondegenerate in a neighborhood D.. of the diagonal in 

G x G, i.e., whenever gk and gk+l are nearby. Section 3 of [34] shows that WlL 

arises from the boundary terms of the discrete action sum restricted to the space 

of solutions of the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations; an implicit function theorem 

argument relying on the regularity of the discrete Lagrangian IL is required in order 

to obtain solutions to the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations, and this regularity need 

only hold in a neighborhood of the diagonal in G x G, which we have denoted as D... 

The local character of the discrete symplectic and Poisson structures is implicitly 

understood in this Chapter and will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 4. 

Symplecticity of the flow. We parameterize the solutions of the variational 

principle by the initial conditions (gO, gd, and restrict § to that solution space. 

Then equation (3.3) becomes 

(3.6) 
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Using it we obtain the symplecticity of the flow IF' by applying the identity ddS = 0: 

IF* WIL = IF* (dei!;) = - den; = WIL, 

Noether's Theorem. Suppose a Lie group K with Lie algebra ~ acts on G, and 

hence diagonally on G x G, and that lL is K-invariant. Clearly, § is also K-invariant 

and K sends critical points of § to critical points. Thus, the action of K restricts 

to the space of solutions, the map IF' is K-equivariant, and from (3.6), 

o = ~GxG -.J d§ = ~GxG -.J en; + ~GxG..J (IF*et), 

for ~ E t and ~GxG being the corresponding infinitesimal generator on G x G, or 

equivalently, using the equivariance of IF', 

(3.7) 

Since lL is K -invariant, (3.4) gives ~GxG..J en; = -~GxG -.J et. Defining the discrete 

momentum to be 

.JJ~ == ~GxG -.J et, 

we see that (3.7) converts to the conservation of momentum equation 

(3.8) 

Remar k 3.1. 3. For the remainder of this chapter we assume that K coincides with 

G, i.e., the symmetry group and the configuration space are the same. Another 

interesting case is when K is a subgroup of G and results in the discrete analogue 

of the semi-direct product reduction theory, but is outside the scope of this thesis. 
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3.2 The discrete Euler-Poincare and Lie-Poisson algo

rithms 

In this section we develop the discrete Euler-Poincare reduction of a Lagrangian 

system on TG. The discrete reduction of a right-invariant system proceeds as fol

lows. The induced group action on G X G is simply right multiplication in each 

component: 

for all g, 9k, 9k+l E G. Then the quotient map is given by 

7rd: G x G -+ (G x G)jG ~ G, (3.9) 

We note that one may alternatively use 9k+l9-,;1 instead of 9k9-';~1. The projection 

map (3.9) defines the reduced discrete Lagrangian £ : G -+ IR for any G-invariant 

IL by £ 0 trd = IL, so that 

and the reduced action sum is given by 

N-l 

S = L £(Jkk+l), 
k=O 

where ikk+l == 9k9-';~1 denote points in the quotient space. A reduction of the DEL 

equations results in the discrete Euler-Poincare (DEP) equations. 

Discrete Euler-Poincare reduction 

We state here a general reduction type theorem which mimics Theorem 2.2.1 of 

Chapter 2. Notice a similarity between the reduced variation of ~ in Theorem 2.2.1 

and the variation of ikk+l below, e.g., the ad-action on 9 is replaced by the Ad-action 

on G. 

Theorem 3.2.1. Let lL be a right invariant Lagrangian on G x G, and let £ 
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(G x G)/G ~ G ---+ lR. be the restriction of [, to G given by £(glg2"l) = [,(gl,g2). 

For any integer N 2: 3, let {(gk, gk+1)}f==-Ol be a sequence in G x G and define 

!kk+1 == 9k9"k~1 to be the corresponding sequence in G. Then, the following are 

equivalent. 

(1) The sequence {(gk, gk+1)}f==-01 is an extremum of the action sum § : GN +1 ---+ lR. 

for arbitrary variations 6gk = (d/ dE) 10gk where for each k, E f--t gk is a smooth 

curve in G such that g2 = gk; 6gk vanishes at endpoints. 

(2) The sequence {(gk, gk+1)}f==-01 satisfies the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations 

(3.2). 

(3) The sequence {!kk+1}f==ol is an extremum of the reduced action sum s : 

G N +1 ---+ lR. with respect to variations 6jkk+1 induced by the variations 6gk 

and given by 

(4) The sequence {fkk+df==-ol satisfies the discrete Euler-Poincare (DEP) 

equations 

(3.10) 

for k = 1, ... , N - 1. Here Rj and Lj are the right and left pull-backs by j, 

respectively, acting on variations of the form f}k = 69kg"k 1 and £' : G ---+ T*G 

is the differential of £ defined as follows. Let gE be a smooth curve in G such 

that gO = 9 and (d/dE)IE=ogE = v. Then 

Proof. Setting the end-point variations in (3.3) to zero immediately recovers the 

DEL equations (3.2) and, hence, establishes the equivalence of (1) and (2). To see 
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that (I) is equivalent to (3), notice that since lL = f 0 7fd, 

Now for (3) ~ (4), we compute 

and find that 

:,I,~o s(flk+1) ~ ~ £'(fkk+,) [09kgk~' ~ 9kgk~logk+1gk~,l 
N-l N-l 

= L £'(Jkk+l)09k9"k19k9"k~1 - L f'(Jr-lr)9r-19;109r9;1 
k=l r=l 

N-l 

= L (£'(Jkk+l)TRikk+l - £'(ik-lk)TLfk_lk) 09k9"k
1 

k=l 
N-l 

= L (Rjkk+/ (Jkk+l) - L jk-lk £' (ik-lk)) {)k 
k=l 

where {)k == 09k9"k 1 and we have used discrete integration by parts and the fact that 

090 = 09N = O. Using the arbitrariness of {)k, we obtain the discrete Euler-Poincare 

equations (3.1O) for all variations of this form. o 

Remark 3.2.1. In the case that lL is left invariant, the discrete Euler-Poincare 

equations take the form 

(3.11) 

where fk+lk == 9"k~19k is in the left quotient (G x G)/G, and the operators act on 

variations of the form {)k = 9"k109k. 
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Structure preservation and reconstruction 

Below we introduce the issue of structure preservation by reduced algorithms and 

postpone a more detailed discussion of it until Chapter 4. The exposition here 

appeals to general Poisson reduction theory, which can be applied both to continuous 

and to discrete settings, while Chapter 4 is concerned with a hands-on derivation of 

the reduced structure using Legendre type transformations as well as a groupoid

algebroid formalism. Both descriptions address the symplecticity of the reduced 

discrete flow and are, in some sense, complementary. Recall also Remark 3.1.2 

regarding the local character of the discrete symplectic and Poisson structures. 

We may associate to any C1 function F on G x G its Hamiltonian vector field XF 

satisfying XF -.J WIL = dF. The symplectic structure WIL naturally defines a Poisson 

structure {., ·}cxc on G x G by the relation 

(3.12) 

Theorem 3.2.2. If the action of G on G x G is proper, then the algorithm on G de

fined by the discrete Euler-Poincare equations (3.1 0) preserves the induced Poisson 

structure {-, ·}c on G given by 

{j, h}c 0 7rd = {j 0 7r, h 0 7r}cxc (3.13) 

for any C 1 functions f, h: (G x G)jG ~ G -+ JR. 

Proof. We saw in the previous section that the DEL algorithm preserves the sym

plectic structure WIL on G x G; hence, by (3.12), the DEL algorithm preserves the 

Poisson structure on G x G. Since the action of G on G x G is proper, the general 

Poisson reduction theorem (see, e.g., [40] and discussion in Chapter 2) states that 

the projection 7rd : G x G -+ G is a Poisson map. 

By Theorem 3.2.1, the projection of the DEL algorithm, 
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is equivalent to the DEP algorithm on G, 1k-1k 1---7 Ikk+1. Therefore, as the Poisson 

structure on G is induced by 7rd and as 7rd is Poisson, we have proven the theorem. 

o 

As we shall prove in the following theorem, reconstruction of the DEP algorithm 

(3.10) on G reproduces the DEL algorithm on G x G. 

Theorem 3.2.3. The discrete Euler-Lagrange algorithm governed by lL and the dis

crete Euler-Poincare algorithm governed by f are related as follows. The canonical 

projection of a solution of DEL gives a solution of DEP, while the reconstruction of 

a solution of the DEP equations results in a solution of the DEL equations. 

Proof. The first assertion follows by construction. For the second assertion, using 

the definition Ikk+1 = 9k9k~1' the DEL algorithm can be reconstructed from DEP 

algorithm by 

(3.14) 

where Ikk+1 is the solution of (3.10). Indeed, fkk~l . 9k is precisely 9k+1. Thus, 

at each increment, one needs only to compute fkk~l ·9k since 9k = rk"!lk ·9k-1 is 

already known. 

Similarly, one shows that in the case of a left G action, the reconstruction of the 

DEP equations (3.11) is given by 

(3.15) 

o 

Let us denote by 7f the quotient map 7f : TG -+ TG / G ~ 9 mapping (9, g) to 

99- 1 E g. In the limit as the time step b..t -+ 0, the discrete action sum converges 

to the action integral, and the DEL algorithm converges to the flow of the EL 

equations. 

We denote the reconstruction of the flow of the Euler-Lagrange equations from 

the flow of the Euler-Poincare equations by 9tEP. Similarly, we denote the recon-
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struction of the DEL algorithm from the DEP algorithm provided by Theorem 3.2.3 

by 'JtDEP. The following non-commutative diagram shows these relations. 

Gx G ~o TG DEL ~a EL 

r !REP 

G DEP EP 

where G x G -+ TG as tlt -+ ° in the following sense. Locally, G x G = FlL* (T*G) 

and as tlt -+ 0, FIL -+ FL which pulls-back T*G to TG. Thus, the DEP algorithm 

approximates the flow of the Euler-Poincare equations if properly interpreted by 

means of reconstruction. 

Discrete Lie-Poisson algorithm 

In addition to reconstructing the dynamics on G x G, we may use the coadjoint 

action to form a discrete Lie-Poisson algorithm approximating the dynamics on g*. 

Recall (see, e.g., [4]) that in the Lie-Poisson reduction setting, for the momentum 

m E T;G corresponding to the velocity vector 9 E TgG, we define 

L* * me = gm E 9 , ms = R~m E g* 

to be the body and spatial momentum vectors, respectively, with the relation 

For a right invariant system, the first Euler theorem states that (d/dt)me = 0, so 

that the body momentum is a constant of the motion. For convenience, we denote 

the constant me by J-La and ms(t) by J-L(t) so that 

(3.16) 
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Now, let 0 C 9 be a coadjoint orbit; that is, the orbit of a point under the coadjoint 

action of G on g*. Then 0 is a symplectic manifold with unique Kirillov-Kostant 

forms w± as the coadjoint orbit symplectic structures. 

Recall from Chapter 2 that for any g E G, Ad;_1 : 0 -+ 0 preserves w±. On the 

other hand, there are natural Lie-Poisson {', .}± structures on g* (coming from Lie

Poisson reduction on T*G) which induce (±) symplectic forms on each symplectic 

leaf in g*. These induced symplectic structures coincide with the coadjoint orbit 

symplectic structures on each coadjoint orbit (see Kostant [24]); hence, the coadjoint 

action preserves the Lie-Poisson structures. 

Using the evolution equation (3.16) along with the sequence {fkk+l} obtained 

by the DEP algorithm, we find that 

/-Lk+l = Adg* -1 /-Lo = Ad*(f-1 'g )-1 /-Lo = Adjkk+1 . Adg* -1 /-Lo = Adjkk+1 /-Lk' k+1 kk+1 k k 

Thus, we have proven the following 

Proposition 3.2.1. An algorithm, called the discrete Lie-Poisson (DLP) algo

rithm, on g* defined along the sequence {fkk+d provided by the DEP algorithm on 

G and given by 

(3.17) 

is Lie-Poisson, i. e., it preserves the (+) Lie-Poisson structure on g* . 

Remark 3.2.2. The corresponding discrete Lie-Poisson equations for the left in

variant system is given byl 

(3.18) 

where Ilk := Ad;k KO and the reduced variable mc(t) is denoted by Il(t) and the 

constant ms by KO. 

1We reserve the notation f-L E g* for the right invariant system and II E g* for the left. 
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Thus, one can obtain a Lie-Poisson integrator by solving (3.10) for ikk+1 and 

then substituting it into (3.17) to generate the algorithm. This algorithm mani

festly preserves the coadjoint orbits and hence the Poisson structure on g*. We 

demonstrate in Section 4.2 of the next chapter that the DEP /DLP algorithms can 

be thought of as generators of Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi equations obtained by 

Ge and Marsden [15]. Also, in Section 5.2, we show that this approach recovers the 

Moser-Veselov equations for generalized rigid-body dynamics on SO(n). 

3.3 Discretization using natural charts 

As was stated in the beginning of Section 3.1, discrete Lagrangians lL are typically 

obtained from the corresponding continuous Lagrangians L by means of some ap

proximation of current configuration and velocity (see (3.1)). In this section, we use 

the group exponential map at the identity, eXPe : 9 -+ G, to construct an appropriate 

discrete Lagrangian. 

For finite dimensional Lie groups G, eXPe is locally a diffeomorphism and thus 

provides a natural chart. Namely, there exists an open neighborhood U of e E G 

such that exp;1 : U -+ U == exp;1(U) is a Coo diffeomorphism (this is not in general 

true for infinite dimensional groups). Hence, the manifold structure is provided by 

right translation, so that a chart at 9 EGis given by 

(3.19) 

We now define the discrete Lagrangian, lL : G x G -+ IR, by 

(3.20) 

where L:l.t E ll4 is the given time step and 91,92 E Ug == Rg(U). 

We shall assume that G has a right invariant Riemannian metric (.,.) obtained 

by right translating a positive bilinear form on 9 over the entire group. We also 

assume that G has a regular quadratic Lie algebra, as in [15]. 
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For KeG a compact set, we define the Riemannian distance function, dist : 

K x K -+ ~+ by 

where, : [0,1] -+ G is the geodesic with ,(0) = gl and ,(1) = g2. It is then clear 

that diam(U) = diam(Ug ) for all 9 E G, so in order for (3.20) to be well defined we 

require that dist (gl, g2) < diam( U). In other words, we require that (gl, g2) be close 

to the diagonal in G x G. Our restriction on dist (gl, g2) in turn places a restriction 

on the timestep At. 

Next, let 

with corresponding group element 

g' = exp(1]) E U. 

We denote the algebra element approximating the velocity g-19 by 

Using the standard formula for the derivative of the exponential (see, for example, 

Dragt and Finn [12] or Channel and Scovel [10]) given by 

Try exp = TeRg1 . iex( - adry) , 1] E g, g' = exp(1]) E U, 

where iex is the function defined by 

00 n 

iex(w) = L ( w )1' n+ 1 . 
n=O 

(3.21 ) 

we may evaluate the push-forward of'l/Jg1 at 1]. We obtain the following expression 
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for the discrete Lagrangian 

Setting q == 'l/Jg 1 (",) = Rgg', the last formula is expressed as 

(3.22) 

so that locally the Lagrangian is evaluated at the base point q = 'l/Jg1 (",) E Ug C G, 

and the Lie algebra (fiber) element iex( - ad1))(() is right translated to the tangent 

space at the point q, TqG; as t:J.t -t 0, this fiber element converges to the group 

velocity 9 E TgG. 

The following lemma establishes that the discrete Lagrangian IL inherits the G

invariance property from the original Lagrangian L, so that the discrete counterpart 

of the Euler-Poincare reduction is well-defined. 

Lemma 3.3.1. The discrete Lagrangian IL : G x G -t lR is right (left) invariant 

under the diagonal action of G on G x G, whenever L : TG -t lR is right (left) 

invariant. 

Proof. We fix the right action and consider R§(IL) for some 9 E G. By construction, 

R gg1, Rgg2 E Rg(Ug), whenever g1,g2 E Ug == Rg(U), so that the chart is given by 

.1. - -1 R 'f/gg - eXPe 0 (gg)-1. 

By definition, both", and ( are always elements of a neighborhood of 0 E g, so 

it is clear that they are right invariant. Hence, using the explicit form of the chart 

'l/Jgg together with the right invariance of the Lagrangian L, we obtain from (3.20) 

and (3.22) that 

R~IL(g1 ,g2) = L ('l/J;/ ['l/Jgg (919) ; 'l/Jgg (929)] , ('l/Jgg)* [ 'l/Jgg (929) ~/gg (919)] ) 

= L (Rg · 'l/J;1(",), TqRg · TgIRg · TeRgl . iex( - ad1))(()) 

= L (Rg . q, TqRg · TeRq . iex( - ad1))(()) 

= lL(gl, g2). 
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In the case that the group action is on the left, we use <pg = exp;-loLg_l as the 

chart, and proceed with the same argument. o 

Corollary 3.3.1. Using the discretization defined by {3.20}, the reduced discrete 

Lagrangian £ determined by the projection map {3.9} and given by £(91g2 1) 

JL{91,92) can be expressed in terms of the continuous reduced Lagrangian l by 

(3.23) 

translation to the identity of the arguments of the right invariant Lagrangian L, i. e., 

The proof of this corollary follows from expression (3.22), and the fact that the 

Lagrangian L is right invariant so that translation by q-1 to e gives (3.23). 

The expressions (3.22) and (3.23) for the discrete Lagrangian in general require 

evaluation of the infinite series for the iex function given by (3.21); however, a 

simplification occurs when g is set to either 9k or 9k+1' This is due to the fact that 

when 9 = 9k or 9 = gk+1, one may easily verify that ad(7J := [(,7Jl = 0, and hence 

that iex( - ad1J)( () = (. 

For example, with 9 = 9k+1' the discrete Lagrangian is simply 

(3.24) 

where 

_ ~ 1 ( -1) - n/, () _ ( )1/2 1 ( -1) 7J - 2 og 9kgk+1 , q = 'Pgk+l 7J - 9k9k+1 ,( = /:).t log gkgk+1 

and log == exp-1. Consequently, the reduced discrete Lagrangian is given by 

(3.25) 
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Substituting the discrete Lagrangian (3.25) into the DEP equation (3.10), we 

obtain the following implicit algorithm on the Lie algebra 

(3.26) 

where ekk+l == log ikk+l E 9 and the function X is defined to be the inverse of the 

function iex defined by (3.21), X( ad~) . iex( - ad~) = Idg . The function X in (3.26) 

arises from taking the derivative of the log function viewed as a map from the Lie 

group to its algebra. It is interesting to compare the above algorithm with the one 

obtained by Channel and Scovel [10] using the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (see [36]). 
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Chapter 4 

Poisson Structure and Invariant Manifolds on 

Lie Groups 

Discretization of an Euler-Poincare system on TG results in a system on G x G 

defined by a Lagrangian 1L. If it is regular, the Legendre transformation (in the 

sense of Veselov) FIL defines a symplectic form (and, hence, a Poisson structure) 

on V c G x G via the pull-back of the canonical form from T* G. Then, general 

Poisson reduction applied to this discrete setting defines a Poisson structure on the 

reduced space U = 1fd(V) c G. This approach was described in Theorem 3.2.2 of 

the previous chapter. 

Alternatively, without appealing to the reduction procedure, a Poisson structure 

on a Lie group can be defined using ideas of Weinstein [52] on Lagrangian mechanics 

on groupoids and their algebroids. The key idea can be summarized in the follow

ing statements. A smooth function on a groupoid defines a natural (Legendre type) 

transformation between the groupoid and the dual of its algebroid. This transfor

mation can be used to pull back a canonical Poisson structure from the dual of the 

algebroid, provided the regularity conditions are satisfied. 

The ideas outlined in this chapter can be easily expressed using the groupoid

algebroid formalism. Such a formalism is suited to the discrete gauge field theory 

generalization as well as to discrete semidirect product theory; nevertheless, the 

theory of groupoids and algebroids is not essential for the derivations, but rather 

contributes nicely to the elegance of the exposition. 
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4.1 Dynamics on groupoids and algebroids 

We briefly summarize results from Weinstein [52] and refer the reader to the original 

paper for details of proofs and definitions. Let r be a groupoid over a set M, 

with a, f3 : r --+ M being its source and target maps, with a multiplication map 

m : r2 --+ r, where r2 == {(g, h) E r x r I f3(g) = a(h)}. Denote its corresponding 

algebroid by A. 

The Lie groupoids relevant to our exposition are the Cartesian product G x G 

of a Lie group G, with multiplication (g, h)(h, k) = (g, k), and the group G itself. 

The corresponding algebroids are the tangent bundle TG and the Lie algebra g, 

respectively. The dual bundle to a Lie algebroid carries a natural Poisson structure. 

This is the Poisson bracket associated to the canonical symplectic form on T*G and 

the Lie-Poisson structure on g*, respectively. 

Lagrangian mechanics on a groupoid r is defined as follows. Let £ be a smooth, 

real-valued function on r, and let £2 be the restriction to r2 of the function (g, h) f--7 

£(g) + £(h). 

Definition 4.1.1. Let ~£ C r2 be the set of critical points of £2 along the fibers of 

the multiplication map m; i. e., the points in ~£ are stationary points of the function 

£(g) + £(h) when 9 and h are restricted to admissible pairs with the constraint that 

the product gh is fixed [52}. 

A solution of the Lagrange equations for the Lagrangian function £ is a 

sequence ... ,g-2,g-1,gO,gl,g2, ... of elements of r, defined on some "interval" in 

Z, such that (gj, gj+d E ~£ for each j. 

The Hamiltonian formalism for discrete Lagrangian systems is based on the fact 

that each Lagrangian submanifold of a symplectic groupoid determines a Poisson 

automorphism on the base Poisson manifold. Recall that the cotangent bundle T*r 

is, in addition to being a symplectic manifold, a groupoid itself, the base being A*j 

notice that both manifolds are naturally Poisson. The source and target mappings 

ii, /!J : T*r --+ A* are induced by a and {3. 
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Definition 4.1.2. Given any smooth function C on r, a Poisson map Ac from 

A* to itself, which may be said to be generated by C, is defined by the Lagrangian 

submanifold dC(r) (under a suitable hypothesis of nondegeneracy) [52}. 

The appropriate "Legendre transformation" F £ in the groupoid context is given 

by (i 0 dC : r -+ A* or i3 0 dC : r -+ A*, depending on whether we consider right or 

left invariance (through the definition of maps (i and i3). The transformation F C 

relates the mapping on r defined by ~c with the mapping Ac on A*. FC also pulls 

back the Poisson structure from A* to r, which, in general, is defined only locally 

on some neighborhood U C r. In the context of a Lie group, this means that any 

regular function f : G -+ lR defines a Poisson structure on U. We shall address this 

issue in the next section. 

4.2 Generating Lie-Poisson dynamics 

There are various ways to generate discrete Hamiltonian dynamics, besides the most 

obvious discretization of the Hamiltonian formalism on T*G, making use of the 

rich structure of Lie-Poisson systems. For instance, Ge and Marsden [15] obtained 

a discrete algorithm using the Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi equations, while we 

constructed the DLP algorithm (3.17) using the discrete Legendre transformation. 

It is instructive to compare such discrete algorithms. 

Below we review results obtained in [15] and establish various links to the 

DEP jDLP algorithms. The groupoid-algebroid formalism described in the pre

vious chapter seems to be the most elegant way of generating a discrete Lie-Poisson 

dynamics on g* and relating it to the discrete Euler-Poincare dynamics on G. This 

relation enables us to put a Poisson structure on the Lie group G and to establish a 

correspondence between dynamically invariant manifolds of the corresponding con

tinuous and discrete systems. These issues are addressed in Section 4.3. 
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The Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi route 

We now state results from [15] which were obtained for the left action of a group 

G on itself. Let H be a G-invariant Hamiltonian on T*G and let HL be the corre

sponding left reduced Hamiltonian on g*. If a generating function S : G x G -+ ~ of 

canonical transformations is invariant, then there exists a unique function SL such 

The left reduced Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the function SL : G -+ ~ is given 

by 

(4.1) 

and is called the Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi equation. The Lie-Poisson flow 

of the Hamiltonian HL is generated by its solution SL; in particular, the flow t t-t F t 

of SL taking initial data ITo to IT(t) is Poisson for each t in the domain of definition. 

Next, one defines 9 E G as the solution of 

(4.2) 

and then sets 

(4.3) 

Thus, one obtains a Lie-Poisson integrator by approximately solving (4.1), and then 

using (4.2) and (4.3) to generate the algorithm. 

Note that (4.1) is the analogue of the usual Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

as ( i as) at + H q, aqi = 0 

and that (4.2) and (4.3) are the analogues of the corresponding canonical transfor-
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mat ions generated by a solution S which in a local chart are given by 

as 
POi = - aqb 

as 
Pi = aqi· 

It is interesting to compare the approach using the Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi 

equation (4.1) with that using the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations. The choice 

of discrete Lagrangian f may be viewed as a choice of approximate solution to the 

Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Then the steps of solving (4.2) and (4.3) are parallel 

to the solution of equations (3.10) and (3.17). Namely, the DLP equation provides 

a time evolution map /-Lk f-t /-Lk+1 on g* using a known solution ikk+l, while (4.3) 

advances the initial value lID along the coadjoint orbit and requires at each time 

step the solution 9 of (4.2) that approximates the current "position" g(t). 

The groupoid route 

A Lie group G is the simplest example of a groupoid, with the base being just a 

point. Its algebroid is the corresponding Lie algebra g, with the dual being g*. 

Consider left invariance and let a general function £ on the group be specified by 

the discrete reduced Lagrangian f : G ---+ JR. Then, the Legendre transform F £ 

defined above is given by 

F f = L; 0 df : G ---+ 9 * , 

where df: G ---+ T*G. Using these transformations we define 

Recall the DEP equation (3.11) for left-invariant systems: 
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where we have identified the notations I!' and dl!. The latter equation can be rewrit-

ten as a system 

{

11k = Lj 0 dl!(f), 

11k+! = Rj 0 dl!(f) , 
(4.4) 

where the first equation is to be solved for f (which stands for fk+lk) which then is 

substituted into the second equation to compute I1k+1. 

This system is precisely the Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi system with the re

duced discrete Lagrangian I! playing the role of the generating function. This means 

that there is no need to find an approximate solution of the reduced Hamilton-Jacobi 

equation (4.1). Notice also that the DLP equation (3.18) is a direct consequence of 

the system (4.4): 

The following diagrams relate the dynamics on G and on g*: 

ikk-l 
~t 

----'+ 

in (4.5) 

g* At 
----'+ g* I1k-l 

Ai 
----'+ 

where ~£ and A£ are given in Definitions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. 

4.3 Some advantages of structure-preserving integra-

tors 

As we mentioned above, the "Legendre transform" FI! allows us to put a Poisson 

structure on the Lie group G, which, of course, depends on the discrete Lagrangian L 

on G X G, and hence on the original Lagrangian L on TG (if we consider this from the 

discrete reduction point of view). It follows that the reduction of the discrete Euler

Lagrange dynamics on G x G is necessarily restricted to the symplectic leaves of 

this Poisson structure, so that these leaves are invariant manifolds, and correspond 
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(under Fe) to the symplectic leaves (coadjoint orbits) of the continuous reduced 

system on g*. 

These ideas are the content of the following theorems. 

Theorem 4.3.1. Let L be a right invariant Lagrangian on TG and let IL be the 

Lagrangian of the corresponding discrete system on V c G X G. Assume that IL is 

regular, in the sense that the Legendre transformation FIL : V -+ FIL(V) c T*G is 

a local diffeomorphism, and let the quotient maps be given by 

7rd : G x G -+ (G x G)jG ~ G and 7r: T*G -+ (T*G)jG ~ g*. 

Let e be the reduced Lagrangian on G defined by 

and let 

Fe: U c G -+ g* 

be the corresponding Legendre transform. Then the following diagram commutes: 

Vc G x G ~ T*G 

(4.6) 

UcG Fe 
--t g*. 

Proof. First, we choose coordinate systems on each space. Let (gk, gk+d E GxG and 

(g,p) E T*G, so that the discrete quotient map (3.9) is given by 7rd : (gk, 9k+1) f-7 

ikk+1 = 9kgk~1' and the continuous quotient map by 7r : (g,p) f-7 fL = R;p. Recall 

that the fiber derivative FIL in these coordinates has the following form 
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Then the above diagram is given by: 

(4.7) 

where f stands for ikk+1 = 9kgk~1. To close this diagram and to verify the arrow 

determined by FR, compute the derivative of lL using the chain rule to obtain 

(4.8) 

where we have used that, according to the definition of f, the partial derivative aa f 
gk 

is given by the linear operator TR -1 . Equation (4.8) is precisely the Legendre 
9k=1 

transformation FR for a right invariant system (see the previous section). 0 

Corollary 4.3.1. Reconstruction of the discrete Lie-Poisson (DLP) dynamics on 

g* by 7r- 1 corresponds to the image of the discrete Euler-Lagrange (DEL) dynamics 

on G x G under the Legendre transformation FlL and results in an algorithm on 

T*G approximating the continuous flow of the corresponding Hamiltonian system. 

Proof. The proof follows from the results of the previous section. In particular, 

diagram (4.5) relates the DLP dynamics on g* with the DEP dynamics on U c G 

which, in turn, is related to the DEL dynamics on V c G x G via the reconstruction 

(3.14). o 

An important remark on this corollary which follows from the results in [20] (see 

also [21]) is that, in general, to obtain a corresponding algorithm on the Hamiltonian 

side which is consistent with the corresponding continuous Hamiltonian system on 

T*G, one must use the time step dependent Legendre transform given by the map 

The results here are not effected, however, as we assume t:J.t to be constant and 
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so we would simply add a constant multiplier to the corresponding symplectic and 

Poisson structures. For variable time-stepping algorithms, this remark is crucial 

and must be taken into account. 

Theorem 4.3.2. The Poisson structure on the Lie group G obtained by reduction 

of the Lagrange symplectic form WIL on V c G X G via 7rd coincides with the Poisson 

structure on U c G obtained by the pull-back of the Lie-Poisson structure w/1 on g* 

by the Legendre transformation Fe (see diagram (4.6) above). 

Proof. The proof is based on the commutativity of diagram (4.6) and the G invari

ance of the unreduced symplectic forms. Notice that G and g* in (4.6) are Poisson 

manifolds, each being foliated by symplectic leaves, which we denote L,f and 0/1 for 

f E G and J-L E g*, respectively. Denote by wf and w/1 the corresponding symplectic 

forms on these leaves. Below we shall prove the compatibility of these structures 

under the diagram (4.6). Repeating this proof leaf by leaf then establishes the 

equivalence of the Poisson structures and proves the theorem. 

Recall that the Lagrange 2-form WIL on V c G x G derived from the variational 

principle coincides with the pull-back of the canonical 2-form Wean on T*G. Recall 

also that for a right-invariant system, reduction of T*G to g* is given by right 

translation to the identity e E G, i.e., any p E T;G is mapped to J-L = R;p E g* ~ 

T;G. Thus, for any g E 7r-
1 (J-L), where J-L E g*, 

-11 R* * T*G 7r T.G = g-1: 9 ---+ 9 , 

so that (7r- 1)* = (R;_1)* pulls back Wean to Ww Henceforth, 7r-1 shall denote the 

inverse map of 7r restricted to TgG*. 

Let us write down, using the above notations, how the symplectic forms are 

mapped under the transformations in diagram (4.6); we see that 

VcGxG 
FIL 

T*G 
FIL· 

-----+ WIL t--- Wean 

1 Wd iw l(w- 1). (4.9) 

UcG FR.) g* F£* 
Wf t--- W/1. 
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Then, using the coordinate notations of diagram (4.7), V f E G and u, v E Tf ~ f' 

Wf(J)(u,v) == WJL(f-L) (TFI!(u) , TFI!(v)), (4.10) 

where f-L = FI!(J) E fl*. Continuing this equation using diagram (4.9), we have that 

Wf(J)(u, v) = Wean ((9kl Pk))(T1f-1 
0 TFI!(u) , T1f-1 

0 TFI!(v)) 

= Wn..((9k' 9k+d)(T FIL -1 0 T1f-1 
0 T FI!(u) , T FIL -1 0 T1f-1 

0 T FI!(v)), (4.11) 

where (9k,Pk) E 1f-1(f-L) and T1f- 1 denotes TR;_l. 

Using (4.6), it follows that 

Fl!o 1f d = 1f 0 FIL 

and, hence, for the tangent maps, we have that 

TFI! 0 T1fd = T1f 0 TFIL. 

So, if u, v in (4.10) are images of some G invariant vector fields U, Von V c G X G, 

i.e., u = T1fd(U), v = T1fd(V) , then from (4.11) it follows that 

where (9k,9k+d = 1fd1(J) and U, V E T(9k,9k+llG x G. The last equation precisely 

means that wf is the discretely reduced symplectic form, i.e., the image of WlL under 

the quotient map 1fd. D 

Analogous theorems hold for the case of left invariant systems. 
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Chapter 5 

Example: Generalized Rigid Body 

As an example of applications of the ideas in the previous chapters we consider the 

dynamics of a generalized rigid body with the configuration space being the group 

80(n), as well as its associated reduction and discretization. In the last section we 

shall obtain an explicit form of the reduced discrete Poisson structure on 80(3) and 

analyze its symplectic leaves. 

The Basic Set Up. 

The configuration space of the system is 80(n). The corresponding Lagrangian is 

determined by a symmetric positive definite operator J : so(n) -7 so(n), defined by 

J(~) = A~ + ~A, where ~ E .5o(n) and A is a diagonal matrix satisfying Ai + Aj > 0 

for all i =1= j. The left invariant metric on 80(n) is obtained by left translating the 

bilinear form at e E 80(n) given by 

The operator J, viewed as a mapping :J : so( n) -7 .5o( n) *, has the usual interpre

tation of the inertia tensor, and the Ai correspond to the sums of certain principal 

moments of inertia. 

The rigid body Lagrangian is the kinetic energy of the system 

(5.1) 
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where ~ = g-19 E .5o(n) and (-,.) is the pairing between the Lie group and its dual. 

5.1 Natural charts discretization 

We apply our DEP algorithm to the generalized rigid body problem. We discretize 

T SO(n) by SO(n) x SO(n) and construct the discrete Lagrangian following (3.24) 

as 

where qk+lk = 9k+1(gk~lgk)1/2 and (k+1k = * log(gk~lgk). Using the left invariance 

of the metric, we may express the discrete rigid body Lagrangian as 

(5.2) 

The Lagrangian for the reduced system on (SO(n) x SO(n))j SO(n) ~ SO(n) is 

then given by 

where fk+1k == gk~lgk E SO(n) is an element of the reduced space and h is the time 

step. 

The DEP equation (3.11) has the following implicit form 

5.2 Moser-Veselov discretization 

An alternative discretization approach may be taken if we first embed our group G 

into a linear space; for finite dimensional matrix groups, the linear ambient space 

is g[(n). Then, summation of the group elements becomes a legitimate operation 

provided we project the result back onto the group G by using Lagrange multipliers. 
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Using the definition of J we rewrite the Lagrangian (5.1) in the following form: 

We now discretize the Lie algebra elements'; = g-19 by 

(5.5) 

where h is the time step. Substituting (5.5) into the Lagrangian L (and using prop

erties of the trace), we obtain the following expression for the discrete Lagrangian 

(modulo ~): 

We remark that exactly the same expression is obtained if we instead discretize .; 

by k9[(9k+1 - 9k)· Notice that up to a multiplier of -1/h2
, this is precisely the 

Lagrangian used by Moser and Veselov [47]. 

We scale the above Lagrangian and introduce matrix Lagrange multipliers Ak, 

imposing the constraint <I?k(9k) = 9k9[ -Id = O. By decomposing Ak into symmetric 

and skew components, we see that the skew component of Ak does not contribute 

to the action because the constraint <I? k is symmetric; thus, we find that Ak = A[. 

The action sum then takes the form 

S = LTr (9kA9[+l) - ~ LTr (Ak(9k9[ - Id)) (5.6) 
k k 

Notice that the discrete Lagrangian lL is left invariant and can be reduced to 

a Lagrangian P : G -+ ~ using the canonical projection 7rd : (9k,9k+d f--7 fk+1k = 

9k~1gk so that 

Because the constraint, ensuring that each 9k E G, is G-invariant, there exists a 

Lagrange mUltiplier 5:.k in the conjugacy class of Ak, i.e., 5:.k = 9TAk9 for all 9 E G, 

so that 5:.k = 5:.[. Hence, computing the discrete variation of (5.6) with respect to 
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gk, we obtain the operator equation 

where the operators act on the variations {)k = 9[ 89k. Using the expression for the 

reduced Lagrangian f, the DEP equation can then be written as 

Using the fact that >'k = >'k, we obtain the DEP algorithm on SO(n) as 

(5.7) 

This is an implicit scheme to be solved for fk+lk using the current value ikk-l. The 

solution of (5.7) generates the explicit DLP algorithm on !io(n)* given by 

(5.8) 

Finally, reconstruction of the DEP algorithm recovers the DEL algorithm on 

G X G which, according to (3.15), is given by 

Theorem 5.2.1. The above DEP and DLP algorithms given by (5.7) and (5.8), 

respectively, are equivalent to the Moser- Veselov equations 

(5.9) 

where (using the notation of !47j) Wk = 9k gk-l E SO(n) is the discrete angular 

velocity, Mk = gL 1 mkgk-l = wk A - AWk E so( n) is the discrete body angular 

momentum, and mk = ma is the constant discrete spatial angular momentum. 

Proof. Comparing the definitions of ikk-l = gk 9k-l and Wk = gk gk-l, we see that 
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fkk-l == Wk· Similarly, comparing the definitions of Ilk = Ad;k 7ro and 

we conclude that Ilk-l == Mk and 7ro == mo. Hence, the first equation in (5.9) IS 

precisely the DLP algorithm (5.8). 

Substituting the second equation of (5.9) into the first results in the following 

expression: 

which is precisely the DEP equation (5.7) when the above identifications are invoked. 

o 

The Moser-Veselov algorithm (5.9) has an an obvious geometric mechanical inter

pretation. The first equation can be viewed as a discretization of the left Lie-Poisson 

equation 

rewritten in terms of the Wk and this corresponds to the DLP algorithm (5.8). The 

second equation is a discrete version of the relation between the angular momentum 

and angular velocity, as it is obtained by substitution of (5.5) into M = J(~) = 

A~ +~A. 

The DEP algorithm (5.7) provides an equivalent alternative to the Moser-Veselov 

scheme (5.9), the difference being that the former is an algorithm on G only, while 

the latter is a combined algorithm on G and g* and schematically can be represented 

by the mappings g* I-t G I-t g* I-t G; Mk I-t Wk I-t Mk+1 I-t Wk+l. 

5.3 Poisson structures of the rigid body 

The Lie algebra dual.50(3)* has a well-known Lie-Poisson structure with a Casimir 

CSO (3)*(J.-l) = Tr(J.-l2) , where J.-l E .50(3)*. Upon identification with ]R3, its generic 

symplectic leaves become concentric spheres with Kirilov-Kostant symplectic form 
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being proportional to the area form. If y denotes coordinates on IR3 2:! .50(3)*, then 

the above Casimir function is given by Cso(3)'(Y) = IIYI12. 
Recall that the reduced form of the Moser-Veselov Lagrangian on the group 

80(3) is given by 

£(J) = Tr(J A), 

where f E 80(3) and 80(3) is embedded into the linear space g((3). Then, the 

Legendre transform F £ takes the form 

F£(J) = Lj 0 d£(J) = skew(J A) = fA - AfT : 80(3) -+ .50(3)*, 

where the constraint that f be in 80(3) has been enforced. The pull-back of Cso(3)' 

under Fr defines a Casimir function on the group, which up to a constant term 

and a sign, is given by 

CSO(3) (J) = Tr(J Af A) f E 80(3). (5.10) 

Its symplectic leaves constitute the invariant manifolds of the reduced discrete dy

namics corresponding to the Lagrangian (5.1). 

Analogously, one can define a Poisson structure on the Lie algebra .50(3) using 

the duality between Lie-Poisson and Euler-Poincare reduced systems on .50(3)* and 

.50(3), respectively. The Lagrangian (5.1) defines the Legendre transformations Fl 

from .50(3) to .50(3)* given by fL = ~~ = J(~). Then, the pull-back by Fl* defines a 

Casimir on .50(3): 

Cso(3)(~) = Fl* . C SO(3)' (0 = ((J(~), J(~))), 

where the metric on the dual is induced by the one on the algebra, i.e., by the sym

metric positive definite operator J. If x denotes coordinates on IR3 2:! .50(3), then the 

above Casimir function is given by CSO(3)(X) = IIJ(x)112. Thus, the corresponding 

symplectic leaves are ellipsoids of J 2 . They do not coincide with adjoint orbits, 

which are spheres in IR3. The dynamic orbits are obtained by intersecting these 
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ellipsoids, determined by :12 , with the energy ellipsoids, determined by :1. 
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Part II 

Multisymplectic Geometry of 

Continuum Mechanics 
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Chapter 6 

Compressible Continuum Mechanics 

To describe the multisymplectic framework of continuum mechanics, we must first 

specify the covariant configuration and phase spaces. Once we obtain a better 

understanding of the geometry of these manifolds we can consider the dynamics 

determined by a particular covariant Lagrangian. 

6.1 Configuration and Phase Spaces 

The Jet Bundle. We shall set up a formalism in which a continuous medium is 

described using sections of a fiber bundle Y over X; here X is the base manifold and 

Y consists of fibers Yx at each point x E X. Sections of the bundle 1TXY : Y ---7 X 

represent configurations, e.g., particle placement fields or deformations. 

Let (B, G) be a smooth n-dimensional compact oriented Riemannian manifold 

with a smooth boundary and let (M,g) be a smooth N-dimensional compact ori

ented Riemannian manifold. For the non-relativistic case, the base manifold can 

be chosen to be a spacetime manifold represented by the product X = B x ~ 

of the manifold B together with time; (x, t) E X. Let us set xO = t, so that 

xi-L = (xi,xO) = (xi,t), with J-l = O, ... ,n, i = 1, ... ,n, denote coordinates on the 

(n + 1 )-dimensional manifold X. Construct a trivial bundle Y over X with M being 

a fiber at each point; that is, Y = X x M 3 (x, t, y) with y E M - the fiber 
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coordinate. This bundle, 

1fXY : Y -+ X; (x, t, y) t-+ (x, t), 

with 1fXY being the projection on the first factor, is the covariant configuration 

manifold for our theory. Let C == COO(Y) be the set of smooth sections of Y. Then, 

a section ¢ of C represents a time dependent configuration. 

Let ya, i = 1, ... ,N denote fiber coordinates so that a section ¢ has a coordinate 

representation ¢( x) = (xJ-L, ¢a (x)) = (xJ-L, ya). The first jet bundle J1 Y is the affine 

bundle over Y whose fiber above y E Yx consists of those linear maps, : TxX -+ TyY 

satisfying T1fxy 0, = I dTxx. Coordinates on J1 Yare denoted, = (xJ-L, ya, va J-L). 

For a section ¢, its tangent map at x EX, denoted Tx¢, is an element of J1 Y¢(x). 

Thus, the map x t-+ Tx¢ is a local section of J1 Y regarded as a bundle over X. This 

section is denoted j1¢ and is called the first jet extension of ¢. In coordinates, j1¢ 

is given by (xJ-L,¢a(x), OJ-L¢a) , where oo¢a = Ot¢a and Ok¢a = 0xk¢a. 

Notice that we have introduced two different Riemannian structures on the con

figuration bundle. The internal metric on the spatial part B of the base manifold 

X is denoted by G and the fiber, or field, metric on M is denoted by g. There are 

two main cases, which we consider: 

(i) fluid dynamics on a fixed background with fixed boundaries, when Band M 

are the same and the fiber metric 9 coincides with the base metric G; a special 

case of this is fluid dynamics on a region in Euclidean space; 

(ii) elasticity on a fixed background, when the metric spaces (B,G) and (M,g) 

are essentially different. 

Both approaches result in background theories. The case of relativistic fluid and 

elasticity was considered by Kijowski (see, e.g., [23]). 

Define the following function on the first jet bundle: 

J(x, t, y, v) = det[v] det[g(y)] . J1y -+ lit 
det[G(x)] . 

(6.1) 
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We shall see later that its pull-back by a section eP has the interpretation of the 

Jacobian of the linear transformation DePt. 

A very important remark here is that even though in fluid dynamics metrics 

9 and G coincide, i.e., on each fiber Yx , 9 is a copy of G, there is no cancellation 

because the metric tensors are evaluated at different points. For instance, in (6.1) 

g(y) does not coincide with G(x) unless y = x or both metrics are constant. Hence, 

only for fluid dynamics in Euclidean spaces, can one trivially raise and lower indices 

and drop all metric determinants and derivatives in the expressions below. 

The Dual Jet Bundle. Recall that the dual jet bundle Jl Y* is a vector bundle 

over Y whose fiber at y E Y x is the set of affine maps from J1y to An+lxx , 

where An+l X denotes the bundle of (n + I)-forms on X. A smooth section of 

Jl Y* is an affine bundle map of Jl Y to A n+ 1 X covering 7f xy. Fiber coordinates 

on JIy* are (II,Pa tt ), which correspond to the affine map given in coordinates by 

v a
tt f-7 (II + Pattvatt)dn+lx. 

To define canonical forms on Jl Y*, another description of the dual bundle is 

convenient. Let A = An+ly denote the bundle of (n + I)-forms on Y, with fiber 

over y E Y denoted by Ay and with projection 7fYA : A ~ Y. Let Z be its "vertically 

invariant" subbundle whose fiber is given by 

Zy = {z E Ay I v..Jw..J Z = 0 for all V,W E VyY}, 

where VyY = {v E TyY I T7fXY· V = O} is a vertical subbundle. Elements of Z can 

be written uniquely as 

where dnxtt = 8tt d
n+1x, so that (xtt, ya, II,Pa tt ) give coordinates on Z. Equating the 

coordinates (xtt, ya, II,Pa tt ) of Z and of Jl Y* defines a vector bundle isomorphism 

Z +-+ Jl Y*. This isomorphism can also be defined intrinsically (see [16]). 

Define the canonical (n + I)-form 8A on A by 8A(Z) = (7fyAz), where Z E A. 

The canonical (n + 2)-form is given by OA = -d8A· If iAZ : Z ~ A denotes the 
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inclusion, the corresponding canonical forms on Z are given by e = iAZeA and 

0= -de = iAZOA. In coordinates they have the following representation 

Ideal Fluid 

We now recall the classical material and spatial descriptions of ideal (i.e., nonviscous) 

fluids moving in a fixed region, i.e., with fixed boundary conditions (see, e.g., [4]). 

We set B = M and call it the reference fluid container. A fluid flow is given 

by a family of diffeomorphisms 'T/t : M -+ M with 'T/o = Id, where 'T/t(M) is the 

fluid configuration at some later time t. Let x E M denote the original position of 

a fluid particle, then y == 'T/t(x) E M is its position at time t; x and yare called 

material and spatial points, respectively. The material velocity is defined by 

V(x, t) = (%t)'T/t{x). The same velocity viewed as a function of (y, t) is called the 

spatial velocity. It is denoted by u; that is, u(y, t) = V(x(y), t), where x = 'T/i 1 (y), 

th t V -I . -1 
so a u = 0 'T/t = 'T/ 0 'T/t . 

Thus, in the bundle picture above, the spatial part of the base manifold B C X 

has the interpretation of the reference configuration, while an extra dimension of X 

corresponds to the time evolution. All later configurations of the fluid are captured 

by a section ¢ of the bundle Y, which gets the interpretation of a particle placement 

field. Pointwise this implies that x in the base point (x, t) represents the material 

point, while y E y(x,t) represents the spatial point and corresponds to a position 

y = ¢(x, t) = 'T/t(x) of the fluid particle x at time t. 

Elasticity 

For the theory of elasticity (as well as for fluids with a free boundary), the base and 

fiber spaces are generally different; (B, G) is traditionally called the reference con

figuration, while (M, g) denotes the ambient space. For classical 2 or 3-dimensional 

elasticity, M and B have the same dimension, while for rods and shells models the 

dimension of the reference configuration B is less than that of the ambient space. 
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For a fixed time t, sections ofthe bundle Y, denoted by (Pt, play the role of defor

mations, they map reference configuration B into spatial configuration M. Upon 

restriction to the space of first jets, the fiber coordinates v of 'Y = (x, y, v) E Jl Y 

become partial derivatives 8qP /8xll; they consist of the time derivative of the defor

mation ¢a and the deformation gradient, Fa i = 8epa /8xi . The first jet of a section 

ep then has the following local representation jlep = ((x, t), ep(x, t), ¢(x, t), F(x, t)) : 

X --+ J 1y. 

U sing the map ep, one can pull back and push forward metrics on the base 

and fiber manifolds. In particular, a pull-back of the field metric g on M to B c 

X defines the Green deformation tensor (also called the right Cauchy-Green 

tensor) C by C~ = ep;(g), while a push-forward of the base metric G on B c X to 

M defines the inverse of the Finger deformation tensor b (also called the left 

Cauchy-Green tensor): c = b-1 = (ept)*(G). In coordinates, 

(6.2) 

where F-1 is thought of as a function of y. We remark that C is defined whether or 

not the deformation is regular, while band c rely on the regularity of ept. Another 

important remark is that operations flat D and sharp ~ are taken with respect to the 

corresponding metrics on the space, so that, e.g., (ep;g)~ =1= ep;(g~). 

Notice that J restricted to the first jets of sections is the Jacobian of Dept, that 

is, the determinant of the linear transformation Dept; it is given in coordinates by 

det[gJ ( .1 ep) 
det[GJ J 

X--+R 

It is a scalar function of x and t, invariant under coordinate transformations. Notice 

also that J(x, t) > 0 for regular deformations with ep(x, 0) = x, F(x, 0) = Id because 

J(x,O) = 1. 
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6.2 Lagrangian Dynamics. 

To obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations for a particular model of a continuous 

medium, one needs to specify a Lagrangian density C. Naturally, it should con

tain terms corresponding to the kinetic energy and to the potential energy of the 

medium. Such terms depend on material properties such as mass density p as well 

as on the constitutive relation. The latter is determined by the form of the potential 

energy of the material. We remark that such an approach excludes from our consid

eration non-hyperelastic materials whose constitutive laws cannot be obtained from 

a potential energy function. 

Lagrangian Density. Let the mass density p : B -+ IR be given for a particular 

model of continuum mechanics. The Lagrangian density C: J1 Y -+ A n+1 X for a 

multisymplectic model of continuum mechanics is a smooth bundle map 

1 
C(r) = L(r)dn+1x = IK - JPl = "2Vdet[GjP(X)gabVaOVbodn+1x 

- Vdet[Gjp(x)W(x, G(x), g(y), va j)dn+1x, (6.3) 

where I E J1 Y and W is the stored energy function. The first term in (6.3) 

corresponds to the kinetic energy of the matter when restricted to first jet extensions, 

as vaG becomes the time derivative 8t cPa of the section cP. The second term reflects 

the potential energy and depends on the spatial derivatives of the fields (upon 

restriction to first jet extensions), i.e., on the deformation gradient F. 

A choice of the stored energy function specifies a particular model of a continuous 

medium. While different general functional forms distinguish various broad classes 

of materials ( elastic, fluid, etc.), the specific functional forms determine specific 

materials. Typically, for elasticity, W depends on the field's partial derivatives 

through the (Green) deformation tensor C, while for Newtonian fluid dynamics, W 

is only a function of the Jacobian J (6.1). 
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Legendre Transformations. The Lagrangian density (6.3) determines the Leg

endre transformation !FC : J1 Y -+ J1 Y*. The conjugate momenta are given by the 

following expressions: 

o oL b ~ 
Pa = -8 = P9abV oy det[G], vao 

. oL oW 
Pal = - = -p-y'det[G], 

8vaj 8vaj 

II 8L a [1 a b 8W a] ~[] = L - -8 V J.L = --9abV OV 0 - W + -8 V j py detlGJ 
vaJ.L 2 Vaj 

Define the energy density e by 

then 

o a L e = Pa V 0- or, equivalently 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

The Cartan Form. Using the Legendre transformation (6.4), we can pull-back 

the canonical (n + I)-form from the dual bundle. The resulting form on J 1y is 

called the Cartan form and is given by 

8W 
8.c = P9abvboy'det[G]dya 1\ dnxo - P 8va . y'det[G]dya 1\ dnxj 

] 

+ [-~gabVaOVbo - W + ;~ Vaj] pVdet[G]dn+1x. (6.6) 

We set n.c = -d8.c. 

Theorem 6.2.1 below provides a nicer method for obtaining the Cartan form 

via the Calculus of Variations and remains entirely on the Lagrangian bundle J1 Y. 

Moreover, the variational approach is essential for the Veselov type discretization 

of our multisymplectic theory. We present it here for the benefit of the reader, but 

remark that it is not essential for our current exposition (see [34] for details). 

Variational Approach. To make the variational derivation of the equations of 

motion rigorous as well as that of the geometric objects, such as the multisymplectic 
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form and the Noether current, we need to introduce some new notations (see [34]). 

These are generalizations of the notations used in the rest of Part II of the thesis. 

They only apply to the variational derivation described here and later in Section 9.1 

and do not influence the formalism and results in the rest of the thesis. The reason 

for such generalizations is very important yet subtle: one should allow for arbitrary 

and not only vertical variations of the sections. 

Vertical variations are confined to the vertical subbundle VY c TY, VyY = 

{V E TyYIT7rxy . V = O}; this allows only for fiber-preserving variations, i.e., if 

1>(X) E Yx and ¢ is a new section, then ¢ E Yx . In general, one should allow for 

arbitrary variations in TY, when ¢ E Yx for some Ii; 1'= x. Introducing a splitting of 

the tangent bundle into a vertical and a horizontal parts, TyY = VyY EEl HyY (HyY 

is not uniquely defined), one can decompose a general variation into a vertical and 

horizontal components, respectively. 

Explicit calculations show (see [39]) that while both vertical and arbitrary vari

ations result in the same Euler-Lagrange equations, the Cartan form obtained from 

the vertical variations only is missing one term (corresponding to the dn+ 1 
X from 

on X); the horizontal variations account precisely for this extra term and make the 

Cart an form complete. 

One can account for general variations either by introducing new "tilted sec

tions," or by introducing some true new sections that compensate for the horizontal 

variation. The latter can be implemented in the following way. Let U c X be a 

smooth manifold with smooth closed boundary. Define the set of smooth maps 

C = {<p : U -+ YI7rxy 0 <p : U -+ Xis an embedding}. 

For each <p E C, set <px = 7rXYO<p and Ux = 7rXYo<P(U), so that <Px: U -+ Ux is a 

diffeomorphism and <p 0 <p)/ is a section of Y. The tangent space to the manifold 

C at a point <p is the set T<pC defined by 

{V E COO (X, TY)I7rY,TY 0 V = <p & T7rXY 0 V = Vx, a vector field onX}. 
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Arbitrary (i.e., including both vertical and horizontal) variations of sections of Y 

can be induced by a family of maps <p defined through the action of some Lie group. 

Let 9 be a Lie group of 7rXY bundle automorphisms 7]y covering diffeomorphisms 

7]x. Define the action of 9 on C by composition: 7]y. <p = 7]y 0 <po Hence, while 

<po<p)/ is a section of 7rux,Y' 7]y. <p induces a section 7]y 0 (<p. <p)/) 07])/ of 7r7]x(Ux ),y. 

A one parameter family of variations can be obtained in the following way. Let 

e t--7 7]y be an arbitrary smooth path in 9 with 7]~ = e, and let V E T<pC be given by 

diE V = - 7]y. <po 
de 10=0 

Define the action function 

and call r.p a critical point (extremum) of S if 

dS(<p) . V == : I S(7]y . <p) = o. 
e 10=0 

The Euler-Lagrange equations and the Cartan form can be obtained by analyzing 

this condition. We summarize the results in the following theorem from [34] which 

illustrates the application of the variational principle to multisymplectic field theory. 

Theorem 6.2.1. Given a smooth Lagrangian density L : Jly -+ An+l(X), there 

exist a unique smooth section DELL E COO(y", An+l(x) @T*Y)) (y" being the 

space of second jets of sections) and a unique differential form Be E An+l(Jly) 

such that for any V E TrpC, and any open subset Ux such that U x n ax = 0, 

Furthermore, 
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In coordinates, the action of the Euler-Lagrange derivative DELL on Y" is given by 

DELL(j2(rp 0 rp)/)) = [:~ (jl(rp 0 rpi})) - 8x~~~a~ (jl(rp 0 rpi;l)) 

82 L 
-'-;)-b;-;)-a-(j 

1 (rp 0 rp Xl )) . (rp 0 rp X 1 )~~ 
uy uV IL 

- 8v~2:ValL (jl(rporpil)). (rporpil)~ILV] dya /\(r+1x, (6.9) 

while the form 8.c matches the definition of the Cartan form obtained via Legendre 

transformation and has the coordinate expression 

(6.10) 

CoroIlary 6.2.1. The (n+ I)-form 8.c defined by the variational principle satisfies 

the relationship 

for all holonomic sections 3 E Coo (1f X,Jl y). 

Another important general theorem, which we quote from [34], is the so-called 

multisymplectic form formula 

Theorem 6.2.2. If ¢ is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (6.9), then 

(6.11) 

for any V, W which solve the first variation equations of the Euler-Lagrange equa

tions, i. e., any tangent vectors to the space of solutions of (6.9). 

This result is the multisymplectic analog of the fact that the time t map of a 

mechanical system consists of canonical transformations. See [34] for the proofs. 

Finally we remark that in order to obtain vertical variations we can require rpx 

(and, hence, rp i 1) to be the identity map on X. Then, ¢ = rp 0 rp i 1 becomes a true 

section of the bundle Y. 
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Euler-Lagrange Equations. Treating (J1 Y, O.c) as a multisymplectic manifold, 

the Euler-Lagrange equations can be derived from the following condition on a 

section ¢ of the bundle Y: 

for any vector field W on J 1y (see [16] for the proof). This translates to the 

following familiar expression in coordinates 

aL (.1",) _ ~ ( aL (.1"')) = 0 
~aJ'f' ~f.L ~a J'f' , uy ux uv f.L 

(6.12) 

which is equivalent to equation (6.9). Substituting the Lagrangian density (6.3) into 

equation (6.12) we obtain the following Euler-Lagrange equation for a continuous 

medium: 

Dg¢ ( 
.)b 

pgab Dt 1 a ( oW (.l"')Jdet[G]) _ 
Jdet[G] axk p aVak J 'f' -

_ oW agbe ( ,1",) 
p~ ~aJ'f" 

ugbe uY 
(6.13) 

where 

Dg¢ == a¢ + '"Va j,bj,e ( 
.)b 'b 

Dt at Ibe'f' 'f' 

is the covariant time derivative, which corresponds to material acceleration, with 

being the Christoffel symbols associated with the 'field' metric g. We remark that 

all terms in this equation are functions of x and t and hence have the interpretation 

of material quantities. 

Equation (6.13) is a PDE to be solved for a section ¢(x, t) for a given type 

of potential energy W. As the gravity here is treated parametrically, the term 

on the right-hand side of (6.13) can be thought of as a derivative with respect to 

a parameter, and we can define a multisymplectic analogue of the Cauchy stress 
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tensor (Y as follows: 

ab _ 2p oW ( .1..+.) 
(Y - --- J 'f' 

J ogab 
(6.14) 

where J = det[F] Jdet[g] I det[G] is the Jacobian. Equation (6.14) is known in the 

elasticity literature as the Doyle-Ericksen formula (recall that our P corresponds to 

PRe!, so that the Jacobian J in the denominator disappears). 

Another important remark is that the balance of moment of momentum 

follows from definition (6.14) and the symmetry of the metric tensor g. 

Finally, in the case of Euclidean manifolds with constant metrics 9 and G, equa

tion (6.13) simplifies to 

(6.15) 

Barotropic Fluid 

For standard models of barotropic fluids, the potential energy of a fluid depends 

only on the Jacobian of the fluid's "deformation," so that W = W(J(g, G, v)). For 

a general inhomogeneous barotropic fluid, the material density is a given function 

p(x). In material representation, this formalism also includes the case of isentropic 

fluids in which there is a possible dependence on entropy. Since, in that case, 

entropy is advected, this dependency in the material representation is subsumed by 

the dependency of the stored energy function on the deformation gradient. 1 

The Legendre transformation can be thought of as defining the pressure function. 

lIn spatial representation, of course one has to introduce the entropy as an independent variable, 

but this naturally happens via reduction. See [18] for related results from the point of view of the 

Euler-Poincare theory with advected quantities. 
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Notice that 

and define the pressure function to be 

P(</>, x) = -p(x) ~~ (jl</>(X)) C X X ---+ R (6.16) 

Then for a given section </>, P( </» : X ---+ IR has the interpretation of the material 

pressure which is a function of the material density. In this case, the Cauchy stress 

tensor defined by (6.14) is proportional to the metric with the coefficient being 

minus the pressure itself: 

We remark that this can be a defining equation for the pressure from which (6.16) 

would follow. With this notation the left-hand side of the Euler-Lagrange equations 

(6.13) becomes 

P9"b(~t)' -~a=k (-PJw=r} VdetlGI) = 

(
Dg¢)b ap J ((a</»-l)k Pdet (~) ((a</»-l)k adet[g] 

pgab Dt + axk ax + Jdet[G] ax axk 
a a 

(
Dg¢)b ap ((a</»-l)k P bcagbc ( ) + (1) + (II) = pgab Dt + axkJ ax a + 2 Jg aya' 6.17 

where terms (I) and (II) arise from differentiating det[v] and (v- 1
)/ and cancel 

each other. The right-hand side of (6.13) is given by 

Notice that the last term in (6.17) and in the equation above coincide, so that the 
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Euler-Lagrange equations for the barotropic fluid have the following form 

(6.18) 

where the pressure depends on the section ¢ and the density p and is defined by 

(6.16). Both the metric gab and the Christoffel symbols 'Y~b in the covariant deriva

tive are evaluated at y = ¢(x, t). 

One can re-write (6.18) introducing the spatial density Psp = p/ J and defining 

the spatial pressure p(y) by the relation P(x) = p(y(x)) = p(¢t(x). This yields 

D V 1 
D

9 (x, t) = -- gradp 0 ¢ (x, t), 
t Psp 

where V = ¢. Compare this to the equations for incompressible ideal hydrodynamics 

in Chapter 8. 

Elasticity 

The Legendre transformation defines the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor Pa i. It 

is given, up to the multiple of -1/ Jdet[G], by the matrix of the partial derivatives 

of the Lagrangian with respect to the deformation gradient: 

(6.19) 

and for a given section ¢, P a i is a stress tensor defined on X. 

Notice that the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is proportional to the spatial 

momenta, P a i = -Pa i / J det [G]. The coefficient J det [G] arises from the difference 

in the volume forms used in standard and multisymplectic elasticity. In the for

mer, the Lagrangian density is integrated over a space area using the volume form 

J.LG = Jdet[G]dnx associated with the metric G, while in the latter, the integration 

is done over the space-time using dn+1x = dt 1\ dnx. We also remark that though 

traditionally the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is normally taken with both in

dices up, our choice is more natural in the sense that it arises from the Lagrange 
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transformation (6.19) which relates Pai with the spatial momenta. 

Using definitions (6.14) and (6.19), we can re-write equation (6.13) in the fol

lowing form 

where we have introduced a covariant divergence according to 

P i. _ DIV P _ uP a i P jrk _ P i b F C . 
a Iz - - UXi + a jk b lac z· 

(6.20) 

Here qk are the Christoffel symbols corresponding to the base metric G on B c X 

(see, e.g., [33] for an exposition on covariant derivatives of two-point tensors). 

We emphasize that in (6.20) there is no a-priori relationship between the first 

Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the Cauchy stress tensor, that is, W has the most 

general form W (x, G, g, v). Such a relationship can, however, be derived from the 

fact that for standard models of elasticity the stored energy function W depends on 

the deformation gradient F (i.e., on v) and on the field metric 9 only via the Green 

deformation tensor C given by (6.2), that is W = W(C(v,g)). Thus, the partial 

derivatives of W with respect to 9 and v are related, and the following equation 

follows from definitions (6.14) and (6.19). This relation immediately follows from 

the form of the stored energy function; it recovers the Piola transformation law, 

which in conventional elasticity relates the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and 

the Cauchy stress tensor. Substituting this relation in (6.20) one easily notices that 

the last term on the right-hand side cancels, so that the Euler-Lagrange equation 

for the standard elasticity model can be written in the following covariant form 

DgV = DIVP 
P Dt ' 

(6.21) 
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where V = ¢o For elasticity in a Euclidean space, this equation simplifies and takes 

a well-known form: 
8Va 8pai 

Pat = 8x i 0 
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Chapter 7 

Constrained Multisymplectic Field Theories 

Multisymplectic field theory is a formalism for the construction of Lagrangian field 

theories. This is to be contrasted with the formalism in which one takes the view 

of infinite dimensional manifolds of fields as configuration spaces. The multisym

plectic view makes explicit use of the fact that many Lagrangian field theories are 

local theories, that is, the Lagrangian depends only pointwise on the values of the 

fields and their derivatives. In formulating a constrained multisymplectic theory, 

we will therefore only be concerned with the imposition of pointwise constraints 

<Ph), , E J 1y, depending on point values of the fields and their derivatives. In 

the current work we also restrict our attention to first-order theories, in which only 

first derivatives of the fields are considered. 

Despite the pointwise nature of the Lagrangian £h), , E J1 Y, the variational 

principle assumes variations of local sections over some region U eX, that is, it 

is the action S(¢) = Iu £(j1¢) as a function of sections that is being minimized. 

In order to use the theory of Lagrange multipliers to impose the constraints, it is 

therefore necessary to form a function w(¢) oflocal sections which is defined through 

point values of the constraint <p(j1¢) evaluated at the first jets of sections. It is then 

possible, however, to use the pointwise nature of the Lagrangian and the constraint 

function to derive a purely local condition, the Euler-Lagrange equations, for the 

constrained field variables. We will make these ideas precise in Section 7.2. 

For holonomic constraints it is well known that Hamilton's principle constrained 
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to the space of allowable configurations gives the correct equations of motion. Hamil

ton's principle can be naturally extended by either extremizing over the space of 

motions satisfying the constraints (so-called vakonomic mechanics), which is ap

propriate for optimal control, but not for dynamics, or by requiring stationarity of 

the action with respect to variations which satisfy the constraints (the Lagrange

d'Alembert or virtual work principle). The equations of motion derived in each case 

are, however, different. 

Derivations from balance laws ([19]), evidence from experiments ([27]) and com

parison to Gauss' Principle of Least Constraint and the Gibbs-Appell equations 

([26]) indicates that it is the Lagrange-d' Alembert principle which gives the correct 

equations of motion; see [5] for further discussion and references. 

While the subject of linear and affine non-holonomic constraints is relatively 

well-understood (see [7]), it is less clear how to proceed for non-linear non-holonomic 

constraints. Part of the problem lies in the lack of examples for which the correct 

equations are clear from physical grounds. In the context of constrained field the

ories, however, there are many cases where nonlinear constraints involving spatial 

derivatives of the fields need to be applied, such as incompressibility in fluid me

chanics, and it is clear what the physically correct equations should be. Here we 

deliberately avoid the use of the term non-holonomic, to avoid confusion with its 

standard meaning in the ODE context, where it applies only to time derivatives. 

Other examples of nonlinearly constrained field theories include constrained director 

models of elastic rods and shells. 

The fact that the constraints involve only spatial and not time derivatives means 

that imposing the constraints is equivalent to restricting the infinite-dimensional 

configuration manifold used to formulate the theory as a traditional Hamiltonian 

or Lagrangian field theory. In this case, the constraint is simply a holonomic or 

configuration constraint and it is known that restricting Hamilton's principle to the 

constraint sub manifold gives the correct equations for the system. 
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7.1 Lagrange Multipliers 

The Lagrange multiplier theorem naturally makes use of the dual of the space of 

constraints. In a finite-dimensional setting this is a well defined object, with all def

initions being equivalent. When considering infinite-dimensional constraint spaces, 

however, the issue of what is being used as the dual becomes less clear and more 

important. 

We shall consider constrained multisymplectic field theories for which the con

straint space is the space of smooth sections of a particular vector bundle. In the 

case of the incompressibility constraint, the vector space is one-dimensional and 

the constraint bundle is, effectively, the space of real valued functions on the base 

space X. A dual of the constraint space is then defined with respect to an inner 

product structure on the vector bundle. This is made explicit in the following state

ment of the Lagrange multiplier theorem where we assume that fields and Lagrange 

multipliers are sufficiently regular (see [31]). 

Theorem 7.1.1 (Lagrange multiplier theorem). Let 7fM,E : [ -+ M be an in

ner product bundle over a smooth manifold M, \[f a smooth section of 7fM,E, and 

h : M -+ IR a smooth function. Setting N = \[f-l(O), the following are equivalent: 

1. cp E N is an extremum of hlN 

2. there exists an extremum 0 E [ of II, : [ -+ IR such that 7fM,d0) = cp 

where 11,(0) = h(7fM,d0)) - (0, \[f(7fM,d0)))E. 

If [ is a trivial bundle over M, then in coordinates of the trivialization we have 

0= (cp,..\), where..\: M -+ [1M is a Lagrange multiplier function. 

In the next section we shall use this theorem to relate the constrained Hamilton's 

principle with the extremum of the augmented action integral which contains the 

constraint paired with a Lagrange multiplier. Both of them result in constrained 

Euler-Lagrange equations. We shall furthermore demonstrate that, using the trivial

ization coordinates, these equations can be equivalently obtained from a Lagrangian 
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defined on an extended configuration bundle. In this picture, the Lagrange multi

plier corresponds to a new field, which extends the dimension of the fiber space, 

and the augmented Lagrangian contains an additional part corresponding to the 

pairing of this field with the constraint. The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion 

then follow from unconstrained Hamilton's principle in a standard way. 

7.2 Multisymplectic Field Theories 

In the setting above, the configuration bundle is a fiber bundle 7fX,Y : Y --+ X and 

7fY,Jl Y : J1 Y --+ Y is the corresponding first jet bundle with xJ.L and ya being a local 

coordinate system on X and Y respectively, and va J.L the fiber coordinates on J1 Y. 

Choose the configuration manifold M to be the space C of smooth sections cp of 

7fX,Y. Recall that for a Lagrangian density £ : J1 Y --+ An+1 X, a section cp E M 

is said to satisfy Hamilton's principle if cp is an extremum of the action function 

8(cp) = Ix £(j1cp) : M --+ R Choose the h above to be the action function 8 and 

use S instead of h. 

To apply the Lagrange multiplier theorem we need to define constraints as a 

section of some bundle [; --+ M (below called the constraint bundle). As mentioned 

above, we restrict our attention to constraints <I> which depend only on point values 

of the fields and their derivatives. Using such constraints we can construct induced 

constraints W according to (7.1). This is made precise below. We point out, how

ever, that our treatment excludes inherently global constraints, such as those on 

the inverse Laplacian of the field, which cannot be derived from pointwise values. 

On the other hand, we also exclude from the consideration a (simple) case when 

the constrained subbundle of J1 Y can be trivially realized as the first jet of some 

subbundle of Y. 

Define an inner product vector bundle 7fx,v : V --+ X with the inner product 

denoted by (-, ·)v whose fibers are isomorphic to IRn. Let COO (V) be the inner product 
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space of smooth sections of 7rx,v with the inner product given by 

(a, b) = Ix (a(x), b(x))V dn+1x. 

The constraint function is an IRn -valued function on Jl y: 

We say that a point 'Y E Jl Y satisfies the constraint if <I>h) = O. By restricting <I> 

to the space of first jets of sections ¢ of Y, we can define the induced constraint 

Junction W from <I> by setting 

(7.1) 

for all ¢ E M and x EX. By construction, W is a map from the space M of sections 

of Y to the space COO(V) of sections of V, hence it can be thought of as a smooth 

section W : M -+ e of the constraint bundle e. This bundle is the trivial inner 

product bundle given by M x COO(V) over M. Then, a configuration ¢ E M is said 

to satisfy the constraints if <I> ((j1 ¢)( x)) = 0 for all x EX, that is, the section W (¢) 

must be a zero function on X. This implies that the space of configurations which 

satisfy the constraints is given by N = W-l(O). 

The constrained Hamilton's principle now seeks a ¢ E N which is an extremum 

of SIN. The Lagrange multiplier theorem given in the previous subsection can be 

applied to conclude that this is equivalent to the existence of ¢ E e with 7rM,d¢) = ¢ 

which is an extremum of S. Using the coordinates of the trivialization of e we can 

write ¢ = (¢, >.), where ¢ = 7rM,d¢) is the base point, i.e., section ¢ of Y, and>' is 

thought of as a section of the bundle 7rx,v, i.e., an JRn-valued function on X. Then 
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S: £ --+ IR is given by 

S(¢) = S(¢) - (A, w(¢))£ 

= Ix L((jl¢)(x))dn+1x - Ix (A(X), <I>((jl¢)(x)))Vdn+1x 

= Ix [L((jl¢)(x)) - (A(X), <I>((jl¢)(x)))V] dn+1x. 

In the next chapter we demonstrate these constructions for the incompressibil

ity constraint for continuum theories. The requirement that S be stationary with 

respect to variations in A at the point ¢ implies that 

for all variations JA, and thus that <I>((jl¢)(x)) = 0 for all x E X. This therefore 

recovers the condition that ¢ must satisfy the constraints. 

Stationarity of S with respect to variations in ¢ can be used to derive the con

strained Euler-Lagrange equations, which have the form 

(7.2) 

Alternatively, one can handle the constraints by introducing another bundle, 

denoted by E, which is a product bundle over X with fibers diffeomorphic to Yx x Vx. 

One can think of E as a configuration bundle of the corresponding unconstrained 

system whose Lagrangian contains an additional part corresponding to the pairing 

of the constraint with the Lagrange multiplier: 

Lq, = L + (A, <I»v. 

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion then follow from unconstrained Hamilton's 

principle in a standard way and coincide with (7.2). 
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Chapter 8 

Incompressible Continuum Mechanics 

In this chapter we shall consider the incompressibility constraint using the multi

symplectic description of continuum mechanics. The main issue is a proper inter

pretation of the constraint using the Lagrange multiplier formalism developed in 

the previous chapter. 

8.1 Configuration and Phase Spaces 

Here we briefly summarize the results. See the analogous parts of Chapter 6 for 

more details. 

Extended Covariant Configuration Bundle. The fibers of V in this case are 

one-dimensional and sections ¢ = (¢, A) of E contain both the deformation field and 

the Lagrange multiplier, i.e., E denotes a bundle over X whose fibers are diffeomor

phic to the product manifold M x lR with the projection map 

7rXE : E -+ X; (x, t, y, A) 1--7 (x, t). 

Here A is a section of the trivial bundle X x lR over X, which can be thought of 

as a function A(X, t) on X. The phase space is then the first jet bundle J1 E with 

coordinates l' = (xlL, ya, A, va IL' (31L); the first jet extension of a section ¢ = (¢, A) has 

the following coordinate representation (xlL, ya, A, alL¢a, aILA). 
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The Dual Jet Bundle. We can consider the affine dual bundle Jl E* as a "ver

tically invariant" subbundle Z of the bundle A = An+l E of all (n + I)-forms on E. 

Elements of Z can be written uniquely as 

where dnxf.L = of.Ldn+1x, so that (xf.L, ya,.x, II,paf.L, 7rf.L) give coordinates on Z. 

The canonical (n + I)-form is constructed in a standard manner and in the above 

coordinates has the following representation 

We set n = -de. 

The primary constraint manifold Q: is a sub bundle of the dual jet bundle and 

corresponds to the incompressibility constraint. The pull-back of the inclusion map 

ic: : Q: -+ Jl E* defines a degenerate (n + 2)-form Oc: on Q:. We shall discuss the 

explicit form of the constraint in the next subsection. 

Incompressibility Constraint. Recall that such a constraint in, for example, 

incompressible fluid dynamics, is a reflection of the divergence-free property of the 

Eulerian fluid velocity and, hence, has a pointwise character. The divergence-free 

character of the velocity field arises from the requirement that the particle placement 

map be volume preserving at each instant of time. Then, according to the general 

theory of constrained multisymplectic fields outlined above, it can be obtained from 

a pointwise constraint iI> defined on the first jet bundle Jl Y. 

For 'Y == (xf.L, ya, va f.L) E Jl Y we impose the constraint iI>(f) = 0 on the Jacobian 

of the deformation, where 

iI> : J 1y -+ IR; 'Y M J(f) - 1, J(f) = det[v] 
det[g(y)] 
det[G(x)] , 

(8.1) 

where we have used the definition of J given in (6.1). Restricting iI> to the first jet of 
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a section ¢ results in a constraint on the matrix of spatial partial derivatives 8j ¢a. 

For the Lagrange multiplier itself, we choose the following Ansatz 

>.(x) = y'det[G]P(x) : X -+ IR, (8.2) 

where P will be shown later to have the interpretation of the material pressure. 

Equation (8.2) guarantees that>. transforms like a density under the transformations 

of the base manifold X, so that the pairing of >. and q'>, defined by integrating over 

X, has the correct transformation law. 

8.2 Lagrangian Dynamics 

As we have already mentioned, the main distinguishing feature of incompressible 

models of continuum mechanics is the presence of the constraint (8.1). We shall 

now explain how this modification to the Lagrangian alters the Legendre transform 

as well as the Euler-Lagrange equations. 

The Lagrangian Density. The Lagrangian density L: J 1E -+ An+lx for the 

multisymplectic model of incompressible continuum mechanics is a smooth bundle 

map defined by 

where L (i.e., Jl{ and JPl) is given by (6.3) and depends on the choice of the stored 

energy function W. 

The Legendre Transformation. For the above choice of the Lagrangian, the 

Legendre transform thought of as a fiber preserving bundle map lFLcp : Jl E -+ Jl E* 

over E is degenerate due to the constrained character of the dynamics. Indeed, the 

Lagrange multiplier>. is a cyclic variable as the Lagrangian (8.3) does not depend 

on its derivatives, f3w Hence, the conjugate momentum to >. is identically zero: 

1f/1 == 8Lcpj8(3/1 = O. The set {1f/1 = O} defines the primary constraint set as a subset 
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of the dual bundle J1 E* to which we restrict the Legendre transformation to make 

it non-degenerate. The rest of the momenta are given by the following expressions: 

o aLip b ~ 
Pa = ~ = P9abV oy det[G], 

uvao 

j _ aLip _ ( -1 j aw) ~ Pa - ~ - PJ(v )a - P~ ydet[G], 
UVaj UVaj 

(8.4) 

Euler-Lagrange Equations. Using the trivialization (</J, A), we now consider the 

Euler-Lagrange equations for a section ¢ of E, both with respect to the deformation 

</J and with respect to the Lagrange multiplier A. The former can be written in 

coordinates as follows: 

The Euler-Lagrange equation for A trivially recovers the constraint <I> 

restricted to the first jet: 

(8.5) 

o itself 

These two equations are to be solved for the Lagrange multiplier A (equivalently, 

for the pressure P) and for the section </J. 

Substituting Lagrangian (8.3) into (8.5), we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation 

(6.13) modified by the pressure term: 

Dg</J _ 1 ~ aW.1 det G _ ( 
.)b 

P9ab Dt y'det[Gfaxk (p aVa k (J </J) y'det[Gf) -
_ aw a9bc ( .1",) _ ap ( -1) k J( .1",) 

P'-l '-laJ'P '-lkV a J'P. 
U9bc uy uX 

(8.7) 

Notice that in the case of parameterized non-constant metrics, the extra pressure 
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term in (8.4) gives rise to the term 

which follows from the chain rule applied to oxjg(y(x)). This term exactly cancels 

another term coming from differentiating the constraint with respect to y due again 

to the composition 9 = g(y) : 

and other cancellations occur as in equation (6.17). 

In the case of Euclidean manifolds with constant metrics 9 and G, the Euler

Lagrange equations simplify to 

02¢a = ~ ( oW ( '1",)) _ oP ( -1) k J( ,1",) 
P ot2 OXk P ova k J 'I' oxk V a J 'I' 

(8.8) 

together with the constraint (8.6). 

8.3 Incompressible Ideal Hydrodynamics 

For fluid dynamics, the stored energy term in the Lagrangian is a constant function 

precisely because of the incompressibility constraint. Indeed, as we have mentioned 

above, W in ideal fluid models is a function of the Jacobian J, but the latter is 

constrained to be 1. For simplicity, consider an ideal homogeneous incompressible 

fluid, so that the material density p is constant, and we can set p = 1 (for inhomo

geneous fluids the dependence of material density on the point x is implicit in the 

pressure function P). 

The Lagrangian is given by (8.3) with IP = const. Hence, two terms in equation 

(8.7) which correspond to the derivatives of W vanish, so that the dynamics of an 
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incompressible ideal fluid is described by 

(8.9) 

together with the constraint 

J(jlep) = (J~ep] det (aaep)) (x, t) = 1, 
det[G] x 

(8.10) 

where we have used the fact that 9 = G. 

Compare (8.9) with (6.18) and notice that the incompressibility constraint J = 1 

implies that the spatial density Psp = pi J is constant, e.g., 1. Introducing the 

spatial pressure p = po ept l, the above equation can be written as 

Dep _9_(x, t) = - gradp 0 ep(x, t), 
Dt 

(8.11) 

where we have set Psp = 1. We remark again that the covariant derivative is evalu-

ated at y = ep(x, t). 

ANew Look at the Pressure. Here we shall demonstrate that the same equa

tions of motion are obtained if the potential energy in the Lagrangian (8.3) is not 

set to a constant, but rather is treated as a function of the Jacobian, W = W(J). 

This will also clarify the relation between the two definitions of pressure that we 

have thus far examined. 

Recall the definition of the pressure function for barotropic fluids given by (6.16) 

as a partial derivative of the stored energy function W with respect to the Jacobian 

J. Compare this to the definition (8.2) of the pressure as a Lagrange multiplier 

corresponding to the incompressibility constraint (8.1) (modulo a Jdet[G] term). 

In this subsection we shall denote these objects by Pw and PA, respectively: 

aw 
Pw = -P aJ' PA = 1 A 

Jdet[G] . 
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The resulting Euler-Lagrange equations can be obtained by combining (6.18) 

with (8.9) and are given by: 

(
Dg¢i) b = _ O(Pw + P>...) J ((o<p) -1) k 

~ m fuk fu 
a 

together with the constraint (8.10). We can define a new pressure function 

P = Pw + P>.. (8.12) 

Notice that when the constraint J = 1 is enforced by the Euler-Lagrange equa

tion (8.6), Pw(J) = const, so that P = P>. + const. This is equivalent to a re

definition of the Lagrange multiplier A. At the same time, the above Euler-Lagrange 

equation coincides with (8.9) because OkP = OkP>.. 

Relation to Standard Ideal Hydrodynamics. Recall the Lie-Poisson descrip

tion of fluid dynamics as a right-invariant system on the group Df.l(M) of volume

preserving diffeomorphisms of a Riemannian manifold (M, G). Here we follow [40] 

and [4], using our notations. The Lie algebra of Df.l(M) is the algebra of divergence

free vector fields on M tangential to the boundary with minus the Jacobi-Lie bracket. 

The L2 inner-product on this algebra is given by 

where I-L is the Riemannian volume form on M. 

We extend this metric by right invariance to the entire group. The resulting 

Riemannian manifold with right invariant L2 metric, denoted by (Df.l(M), L2), is 

the configuration space for the Lie-Poisson or Euler-Poincare model of ideal hy

drodynamics. Its tangent bundle is the phase space, so that ('f]t, ilt) are the basic 

"coordinates"; here 'f]t E Df.l(M) is a diffeomorphism that transforms the reference 

fluid configuration to its configuration at time t. Then, using the kinetic energy 

of fluid particles as a Lagrangian, one obtains the following covariant equations of 
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motion: 

Dr, 
Dt (x) = - gradp 0 T}(x), (8.13) 

where 

Dr, .. r ( .. ) 
Dt = T} + 1) T}, T} 

denotes covariant material time derivative with respect to the metric (f 1) denotes 

the connection associated to the metric) and p is the spatial pressure. Notice that 

covariant derivative is evaluated at T}(x). 

N ow define T}t (x) = T} (t, x) to be the flow of the time-dependent vector field 

u(t, x), so that OtT}(t, x) = u(t, T}(t, x)). Then composing (8.13) on the right with 

T}-l gives the classical Eulerian description of incompressible ideal fluids: 

Otu(t, x) + (u . \7)u = - gradp, divu = o. 

Taking the divergence of both sides of this expression yields the equation for the 

pressure 

D..p = - div ((u· \7)u) . (8.14) 

One readily notices that equations (8.11) and (8.13) coincide provided T}t(x) = 

¢(x, t). Upon this identification, the Euler-Lagrange equations for the multisymplec

tic model of incompressible ideal hydrodynamics recover the well-known evolution 

of fluid diffeomorphisms (8.13). Similarly, taking the divergence of both sides of 

(8.11) results in the Poisson equation on the pressure (8.14). 

8.4 Incompressible Elasticity 

In a manner similar to the previous section, we modify the elasticity Lagrangian by 

the constraint and extend the phase space to include the Lagrange multiplier. Recall 

that the stored energy is a function of the Green deformation tensor W = W (C) 
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and use the definition of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor Pa i (6.19) to write 

down the equations of motion: 

Dg¢ _ i oP o¢-
( 

.)b (1) k 
P9ab Dt - P a Ii - OXk J ( OX ) a ' 

together with the constraint (8.6). The above equation can be written in a fully 

covariant form 
DV 

P ~t = DIVP - gradp 0 ¢, 

where V = ¢ is the velocity vector field, P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, 

and p is the spatial pressure. 
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Chapter 9 

Symmetries, Momentum Maps and Noether 

Theorem 

We already mentioned in the introduction that homogeneous fluid dynamics has a 

huge symmetry, namely the particle relabeling symmetry, while standard elasticity 

(usually assumed to be inhomogeneous) has much smaller symmetry groups, such 

as rotations and translations in the Euclidean case. While inhomogeneous fluids 

(especially the compressible ones) are of great interest, the results worked out in 

Section 9.1 only apply to homogeneous fluid dynamics, when the symmetry group 

is the full group of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms Vw However, these results 

can be generalized to inhomogeneous fluids, in which case the symmetry group is a 

subgroup vt c VJ.t that preserves the level sets of the material density for barotropic 

fluids, or a subgroup vt,ent c VJ.t that preserves the level sets of the material density 

and entropy for isentropic fluids. 

A general model of continuum mechanics will have the metric 9 isometry as its 

symmetry. In particular, the group of rotations and translations is a symmetry for 

models of fluid dynamics and elasticity in Euclidean spaces (see [39] for an overall 

emphasis on continuum mechanics in Euclidean spaces). 

The only symmetry which is universal for non-relativistic continuum mechanics 

is the time translation invariance. This is due to the fact that the base manifold is a 

tensor product of the spatial part and the time direction, rather than a space-time, 

so that all material quantities, such as density p, metric G, etc., depend only on 
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x E B eX. In this chapter we shall treat these symmetries separately. We start 

with the particle relabeling symmetry, introducing the necessary notations. 

9.1 Relabeling Symmetry of Ideal Homogeneous Hy

drodynamics 

In this section we shall consider both the barotropic model and the incompressible 

model of ideal homogeneous fluids with fixed boundaries at the same time. Their 

corresponding Lagrangians differ only by the constraint term and both are equivari

ant with respect to the action of the group of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms. 

The Group Action. The action of the diffeomorphism group 'DtL(B) on the (spa

tial part of the) base manifold B C X captures precisely the meaning of particle 

relabeling. For any 'TJ E 'DtL(B) , denote this action by 'TJx : (x, t) H ('TJ(x) , t). The 

lifts of this action to the bundles Y and E are given by 'TJY : (x, t, y) H ('TJ(x) , t, y) 

and 'TJE : (x, t, y,..\) H ('TJ(x) , t, y, "\), respectively. Both lifts are fiber-preserving 

and act on the fibers themselves by the identity transformation. The coordinate 

expressions have the following form: 

Jet Prolongations. The jet prolongations are natural lifts of automorphisms of 

Y to automorphisms of its first jet Jl Y and can be viewed as covariant analogues 

of the tangent maps (see [16]). 

Let , be an element of Jl Y and i be a corresponding element of the extended 

phase phase space J1E, in coordinates, = (xtL,ya,v~) and i = (xtL,ya,..\,v~,(3tL). 

The prolongation of 'TJY is defined by 

(9.2) 

We shall henceforth consider 'TJJlE, since it includes 'TJJly as a special case. In 
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coordinates, we have 

If e is a vector field on E whose flow is "h, then its prolongation Pe is the vector 

field on JI E whose flow is jl(rh)' that is jIe 0 jl('I]E) = (d/df)jl('I]E). In particular, 

the vector field e corresponding to 'l]E given by (9.1) has coordinates (ei , 0, 0, 0) and 

is divergence-free; its prolongation jIe, which corresponds to the prolongation 'l]JlE 

of 'f}E, has the following coordinate expression: 

(9.3) 

Noether's Theorem. Suppose the Lie group 9 acts on C and leaves the action S 

invariant. This is equivalent to the Lagrangian density £ being equivariant with 

respect to g, that is, for all 'f} E 9 and I E JI y, 

where ('I]xl)* £(t) = ('I]x )*£(t) is a push-forward; this equality means equality 

of (n + I)-forms at 'f}(x). Denote the covariant momentum map on JIy by 

hE L(g, An(Jly)). It is defined by the following expression 

(9.4) 

and can be thought of as a Lie algebra valued n-form on JI y. 

Recall that ¢ is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations if and only if 

for any vector field Won JIy. In particular, setting W = jl(e) and applying (jl¢)* 

to (9.4), we obtain the following basic Noether conservation law: 

Theorem 9.1.1. Assume that group 9 acts on Y by 'lrxy-bundle automorphisms 
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and that the Lagrangian density £: is equivariant with respect to this action for any 

IE Jl Y. Then, for each ~ E 9 

(9.5) 

for any section ¢ of 1fXY satisfying the Euler-Lagrange equations. The quantity 

(jl¢)* J.c(~) is called the Noether current. 

See [16] for a proof. 

The Variational Route to Noether's Theorem. The variational route to the 

covariant Noether's theorem on Jl Y was first presented in [34]. We shall briefly 

describe this formulation now. 

Recall the notations of the maps cp : U -+ Y and the corresponding induced local 

sections cp 0 cp)/ of Y from Section 6.2. Here again it is important to allow for both 

vertical and horizontal variations of the sections. Vertical variations alone capture 

only fiber preserving symmetries (i.e., spatial symmetries), while taking arbitrary 

variations allows for both material and spatial symmetries to be included. 

The invariance of the action S = Jux £: under the Lie group action is formally 

represented by the following expression: 

S(r/y . cp) = S(cp) for all TJy E y. (9.6) 

Equation (9.6) implies that for each TJy E y, TJy . cp is a solution of the Euler

Lagrange equations, whenever cp is a solution. We restrict the action of y to the 

space of solutions, and let ~c be the corresponding infinitesimal generator on C 

restricted to the space of solutions; then 

r jl(cp 0 cpXl)*[jl(~)...J eel 
laux 
r jl(cp 0 cpXl)*[jl(O...J Dc], 

lux 

since the Lie derivative £j1(~)eC = 0 by (9.6) and Corollary 6.2.1. 
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Using (9.4), we find that Jux d[jl(cp 0 CPxl )* J.c(~)] = 0, and since this holds for 

arbitrary regions U x, the integrand must also vanish. Recall that ¢ = cp 0 cp Xl is a 

true section of the bundle Y, so that this is precisely a restatement of the Noether's 

Theorem 9.1.1. 

Covariant Canonical Transformations. The computations of the momentum 

map from definition (9.4) can be simplified significantly in some special cases which 

we discuss here. A 7fxJly-bundle map 'T/Jly : Jly -+ Jly covering the diffeo

morphism 'T/x : X -+ X is called a covariant canonical transformation if 

'T/;lyO.c = O.c. It is called a special covariant canonical transformation if 

'T/;ly8.c = 8.c. Recall that forms O.c and 8.c can be obtained either by variational 

arguments or by pulling back canonical forms 0 and 8 from the dual bundle using 

the Legendre transformation !Fe. 

From [16], any 'T/J1 y which is obtained by lifting some action 'T/y on y to Jl y, 

is automatically a special canonical transformation. In this case the momentum 

mapping is given by 

(9.7) 

We remark that the validity of this expression does not rely on the way in which 

the Cart an form was derived, i.e., for simplicity of the computations in concrete 

examples, one can forgo the issues of vertical vs. arbitrary variations in the vari

ational derivation and obtain the Cartan form directly from the dual bundle by 

means of Legendre transformations. Then, evaluating this form on the prolongation 

of a vector of an infinitesimal generator gives the momentum n-form. 

Equivariance of the Lagrangian. To apply Theorem 9.1.1 to our case we need 

to establish equivariance of the fluid Lagrangians: 

Proposition 9.1.1. The Lagrangian of an ideal homogeneous barotropic fluid {6.3} 

and the Lagrangian of an ideal homogeneous incompressible fluid {8.3} are equivari-
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ant with respect to the 'DJ.L(B) action (9.1): 

for all "( E Jl E. 

Proof. First observe that the material density of an ideal homogeneous (compress

ible or incompressible) fluid is constant. Notice also that Lagrangians (6.3) and 

(8.3) differ only in the potential energy terms. Both these terms are functions of 

the Jacobian, which is equivariant with respect to the action of volume preserving 

diffeomorphisms given by (9.3). Indeed, 

f (J(17J1E("())) dn +1x = f (:r det(v) det (~17) -1) ~+1x 
det[G] uX 

= (17x1)* (j(J("())dn+1x) 

due to the fact that det ai17] = 1 for a volume preserving diffeomorphism 17; here f 

can be any function, e.g., the stored energy W or the constraint <P. 

For the same reason, and the fact that (9.3) acts trivially on vao, the kinetic 

part of both Lagrangians is also equivariant. D 

Proposition 9.1.1 enables us to use (9.7) for explicit computations of the mo

mentum maps for the relabeling symmetry of homogeneous hydrodynamics. We 

shall consider barotropic and incompressible ideal fluids separately because their 

Lagrangians and, hence, their momentum mappings are different. 

Barotropic Fluid 

Using (9.7) we can compute the Noether current corresponding to the relabeling 

symmetry of the Lagrangian (6.3) to be 

/(¢)* Jc(~) = (~P9ab1>a1>b - pW - PJ) vdet[G]ednXk -

(9ab1}¢~k) pvdet[G]ednxo, (9.8) 
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where j1~ is the prolongation of the vector field ~ and is given by (9.3). 

The differential of this quantity restricted to the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange 

equation is identically zero according to Theorem 9.1.1. Conversely, requiring the 

differential of (9.8) to be zero for arbitrary sections ¢ recovers the Euler-Lagrange 

equation. Indeed, computing the exterior derivative and taking into account that 

the vector field ~ is divergence free, we obtain: 

which coincides with the Euler-Lagrange equation (6.18). 

Incompressible Ideal Fluid 

Similar computations using Lagrangian (8.3) with the potential energy set to a 

constant give the following expression for the Noether current corresponding to the 

relabeling symmetry: 

j1(¢)* Jc(~) = (~pgab¢a¢b - p) Jdet[Gl~kdnxk -
(gab¢b¢~k) pJdet[Gl~k~xo. (9.9) 

The assumptions of Theorem 9.1.1 are satisfied; hence the exterior differential 

of this Noether current d (11 (¢)* 1.c (j1~)) is equal to zero for all section ¢ which are 

solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations. 

Now consider the inverse statement. That is, let us analyze whether the Noether 

conservation law implies the Euler-Lagrange equations for incompressible ideal flu

ids. Computing the exterior differential of (9.9) for an arbitrary section 1> = (¢, A) 

we obtain: 

(
Dg¢) b = _ oP ((o¢) -1) k 

gab Dt OXk ox 
a 

Here, we have used the fact that ~ is a divergence free vector field on X. This is 

precisely the Euler-Lagrange equation (8.9) with the constraint J = 1 substituted 
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in it. We point out that the above equation is not equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange 

equations, i.e., the constraint cannot be recovered from the Noether current. Indeed, 

the symmetry group is the same both for homogeneous compressible barotropic 

fluids and for homogeneous incompressible fluids. Notice also that the Noether 

currents (9.8) and (9.9) are different due to the difference in the corresponding 

Lagrangians. 

9.2 Time Translation Invariance 

Lagrangian densities (6.3) and (8.3) are equivariant with respect to the group 1R 

action on Y, given by TV : (x, t, y) H (x, t + T, y) for any T E R This is because 

the Lagrangians are explicitly time independent. One can readily compute the jet 

prolongation of the corresponding infinitesimal generator vector field (y = (0, (, 0), 

where T = exp (. Then, the pull-back by jl¢ of the covariant momentum map corre

sponding to this symmetry, which we denote by Ji to distinguish it from expressions 

in the previous section, is given by the following n-form on X: 

(jl¢)* Ji(C) = ( (L(/¢)rf1'xQ - Pafl (jl¢)¢adnXfl) = 

- (( e(jl¢)dnxQ + Paj (jl¢)¢arf1'Xj) (/¢), 

where, in the last equality, we have used the definition of the energy density e given 

by (6.5). 

Noether's Theorem 9.1.1 implies that the exterior derivative of this expression 

will be zero along solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations. Computing this diver

gence for an arbitrary ( recovers the energy continuity equation. For a barotropic 

fluid, it is given by 
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while for standard elasticity the equation has the form: 

The expressions for an incompressible fluid and elastic medium are similar. 

Alternatively, one can consider the inverse statement and require that d (J~ (()) = 

O. This forces the energy continuity equation to be satisfied for some arbitrary sec

tion cP. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

In the last chapter we would like to comment on the work in progress and point 

out general future directions of the multisymplectic discretization program. Some 

of the aspects discussed will be addressed in [39]. 

Brief Summary. This thesis develops discrete reduction techniques for mechani

cal systems defined on Lie groups and also presents multisymplectic formulation of 

both compressible and incompressible models of continuum mechanics on general 

Riemannian manifolds. While the former synthesizes ideas of Euler-Poincare and 

Lie-Poisson reduction for mechanical systems with the Veselov type discretization of 

such systems, the latter sets the stage for multisymplectic reduction and for further 

development of Veselov type multisymplectic discretizations. 

More General Configuration Spaces for Mechanical Systems. Besides gen

eralizations to infinite dimensional systems, the ideas of Part I carryover to the in

tegration of systems defined on a general (finite dimensional) configuration space M 

with some symmetry group G. In this case, the reduced discrete space (M x M)/G 

inherits a Poisson structure from the one defined on M x M (analogously to (3.13)). 

Its symplectic leaves again become dynamically invariant manifolds for structure

preserving integrators and can be viewed as images of the symplectic leaves of the 

reduced Poisson manifold T* M / G under appropriately defined "Legendre transfor

mations." This is a topic of ongoing research that builds on recent progress in 
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Lagrangian reduction theory; see [42]. 

Other Models of Continuum Mechanics. The formalism set up in Part II 

naturally includes other models of three-dimensional linear and non-linear elasticity 

and fluid dynamics, as well as rod and shell models. For elasticity, the choice of 

the stored energy W determines a particular model with the corresponding Euler

Lagrange equation given by (6.13); this is a PDE to be solved for the deformation 

field <p. Introducing the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P, the same equation 

can be written in a compact fully covariant form (6.21). An explicit form of the 

Euler-Lagrange equations and conservation laws for rod and shell models are not 

included here but can be easily derived by following the steps outlined above. The 

constrained director models which are common in such models are handled well by 

the formulation of constraints that we use in Chapter 7. 

Constrained Multisymplectic Theories. The issue of holonomic vs. non

holonomic constraints in classical mechanics has a long history in the literature. 

Though there are still many open questions, the subject of linear and affine non

holonomic constraints is relatively well-understood (see, e.g., [7]). We already men

tioned in Chapter 7 that this topic is wide open for multisymplectic field theories, 

partly due to the fact that there is simply no well-defined notion of a non-holonomic 

constraint for such theories - it appears that one needs to distinguish between time 

and space partial derivatives. 

As all of the examples under present consideration are non-relativistic and do 

not have constraints involving time derivatives, we used the restriction of Hamilton's 

principle to the space of allowed configurations to derive the equations of motion. 

We note, however, that this reduces to vakonomic mechanics in the case of an ODE 

system with non-holonomic constraints, and is thus incorrect. Whether the approach 

taken here is correct for constrained fully covariant relativistic field theories is left 

as an open question, awaiting a reasonable test example. 

Also, constraints involving higher than first-order derivatives are beyond the cur

rent exposition and should be treated in the context of higher-order multisymplectic 
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field theories defined on Jky, k > 1 (see, e.g. [25]). 

Multisymplectic Form Formula and Conservation Laws. A very important 

aspect of any multisymplectic field theory is the existence of the multisymplectic 

form formula (6.11) which is the covariant analogue of the fact that the flow of 

conservative systems consists of symplectic maps. The implications of this formula 

to the multisymplectic continuum mechanics in a special case of Euclidean spaces 

in considered in [39]. Preliminary results indicate, however, that applications of the 

multisymplectic form formula not only can be linked to some known principles in 

elasticity (such as the Betti reciprocity principle), but also can produce some new 

interesting relations which depend on the space-time direction of the first variations 

V, W in (6.11). An accurate and consistent discretization of the model then results 

in so called multisymplectic integrators which preserve the discrete analogues of 

the multisymplectic form and the conservation laws. 

Discretization. A structure preserving discretization is one of the key aspects of 

the multisymplectic project and is currently under investigation. It is demonstrated 

in [39]) that the finite element method for static elasticity is a multisymplectic 

integrator. Moreover, based on the result in [44], it is shown that the finite elements 

time-stepping with the Newmark algorithm is a multisymplectic discretization. 

As we mentioned in the previous paragraph, a consistent discretization based on 

the variational principle would preserve the discrete multisymplectic form together 

with the discrete multi-momentum maps corresponding to the symmetries of a par

ticular system. Then, the global (integral) form of the discrete Noether's theorem 

would imply that a sum of the values of the discrete momentum map over some set 

of nodes is zero. One implication of this statement for incompressible fluid dynamics 

is a discrete version of the vorticity preservation. Such discrete conservations are 

among the hot topics of the ongoing research. 

Symmetry Reduction. In the previous chapter we discussed at length the parti

cle relabeling symmetry of ideal homogeneous hydrodynamics and its multisymplec-
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tic realization. Reduction by this symmetry takes us from the Lagrangian descrip

tion in terms of material positions and velocities to the Eulerian description in terms 

of spatial velocities. In the compressible case one only reduces by the subgroup of 

the particle relabeling group that leaves the stored energy function invariant; for 

example, if the stored energy function depends on the deformation only through the 

density and entropy, then this means that one introduces them as dynamic fields in 

the reduction process, as in Euler-Poincare theory (see [18]). 

In the unconstrained (i.e., defined on the extended jet bundle J1 E) multisym

plectic description of ideal incompressible fluids, the multisymplectic reduced space 

is realized as a fiber bundle Y over X whose fiber coordinates include the Eule

rian velocity u and some extra field corresponding to compressibility. Then, the 

reduced Lagrangian density determines, by means of a constrained variational prin

ciple, the Euler-Lagrange equations which give the evolution of the spatial velocity 

field u(x) E Y x together with a condition of u being divergence-free. A general 

Euler-Poincare type theorem relates this equation with equation (8.11) by relating 

the corresponding variational principles. 

Such a description is a particular example of a general procedure of multisym

plectic reduction. The case of a finite-dimensional vertical group action was first 

considered in [8]. More general cases of an infinite-dimensional group action such as 

that for incompressible ideal hydrodynamics, electro-magnetic fields and symmetries 

in complex fluids is planned for a future publication (the reader is also referred to a 

related work by [14]). Applications of structure preserving discretization methods 

to the reduced hydrodynamic systems would result in schemes which compute the 

Eulerian velocity field or the vorticity field of an ideal fluid in a way that preserves 

all the known first integrals. 

Vortex Methods. One of our ultimate objectives is to further develop, using the 

multisymplectic approach, some methods and techniques which were derived in the 

infinite-dimensional framework and which proved to be very usefuL One of them is 

the vortex blob method developed by Chorin [11], which recently has been linked 
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to the so-called averaged Euler equations of ideal fluid (see citeOS). 

Higher Order Theories. Constraints involving higher than first-order deriva

tives are beyond the current exposition and should be treated in the context of 

higher-order multisymplectic field theories defined on Jky, k > l. 

The averaged Euler equations (see [18] and [42] and references therein) provide 

an interesting example of a higher order fluid theory with constraints (depending 

only on first derivatives of the field) to which the multisymplectic methods can 

presumably be applied by using the techniques of [25]. It would be interesting 

to carry this out in detail. In the long run, this promises to be an important 

computational model, so that its formulation as a multisymplectic field theory and 

the multisymplectic discretization of this theory is of considerable interest. 
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